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Sequential Co-simulation as Method to Couple CFD and Biologial Growth in a Yeast
Reator
Coupling of multiphase uid dynamis and biologial growth is a ommon area of appliation
in proess engineering. At the forefront, environmental onditions and rising energy ost fore
ompanies to optimize reator systems and proesses. In optimization problems virtual methods
play a major role. Models form the basis of virtual methods.
Dierenes in time sales for omputational uid dynamis and biologial growth make
diret o-simulation infeasible. A sequential method has to be applied. This work proposes the
sequential o-simulation in appliation to baker's yeast prodution in a 200 L bubble olumn
reator.
The method ombines a module for uid dynamis implemented in CFX by Ansys and
a module for biologial growth implemented in Matlab and Simulink by Mathworks. Data
interfaes are dened for module hanges between sequenes. Swithing from the uid dynamis
module to the growth module data is mapped to a redued set of elements by the neural gas
algorithm. Computational demand for sequenes of growth is signiantly redued.
Validation of this method follows two steps. First, omputational uid dynamis are vali-
dated with experimental data for axial liquid veloity. Seond, growth model and the sequential
method are validated with ultivation data. Experimental data has been determined in the
same bubble olumn reator. Target predition for the sequential o-simulation deviates less
than three perent from measured values.
Keywords: Sequential, Co-simulation, Coupling, CFD, Biologial Growth, Yeast, Bubble Col-
umn Reator
Sequenzielle Co-Simulation zur Kopplung von CFD und biologishem Wahstum in
einem Hefereaktor
Die Kombination aus Mehrphasenströmung und biologishemWahstum ndet eine weit verbrei-
tete Anwendung in der Prozesstehnik. In erster Linie zwingen anspruhsvolle Auflagen zum
Umweltshutz und steigende Energiepreise Unternehmen dazu ihre Anlagen und Prozesse zu op-
timieren. Virtuelle Methoden sind ein wesentlihes Hilfsmittel zur Lösung von Optimierungspro-
blemen. Modelle stellen die Grundlage für diese Methoden dar.
Derzeit ist eine direkte Co-Simulation aufgrund untershiedliher Zeitskalen für die Bereh-
nung von Strömungs- und Wahstumsvorgängen niht mahbar. Alternativ werden sequenzielle
Methoden angewandt. In dieser Arbeit wird die sequenzielle Co-Simulation am Beispiel der
Bakhefeherstellung in einem 200 L Blasensäulenreaktor vorgestellt.
Implementiert ist diese Methode in Form von zwei Modulen. Das Modul für die Strö-
mungssimulation ist in CFX von Ansys umgesetzt. Das Wahstumsmodell ist als Modul in
Matlab und Simulink von Mathworks realisiert. Shnittstellen beshreiben die Datenübergabe
zwishen den Sequenzen. Bei der Übergabe von CFX an Matlab werden die Daten mithilfe des
Neural Gas Algorithmus einem reduzierten Elementsatz zugeordnet. Damit sinkt der Rehenbe-
darf für Wahstumssequenzen deutlih.
Die sequenzielle Co-Simulation wird in zwei Shritten validiert. Im ersten Shritt dienen
Messungen der axialen Komponente der Flüssigkeitsgeshwindigkeit zur Validierung der nu-
merishen Strömungssimulation. Im zweiten Shritt werden experimentell ermittelte Wahs-
tumsdaten mit Ergebnissen des Wahstumsmodells und der sequenziellen Methode abgeglihen.
Grundlage der Daten ist immer der gleihe Reaktor. Der mit der sequenziellen Co-Simulation
berehnete Zielwert weiht weniger als drei Prozent vom Messwert ab.
Suhbegrie: Sequenziell, Co-Simulation, Kopplung, CFD, Biologishes Wahstum, Hefe, Bla-
sensäulenreaktor
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Summary
Sequential Co-simulation as Method to Couple CFD
and Biologial Growth in a Yeast Reator
Coupling of multiphase uid dynamis and biologial growth is a ommon
area of appliation in proess engineering. At the forefront, environmental
onditions and rising energy ost fore ompanies to optimize reator systems
and proesses. In optimization problems virtual methods play a major role.
Models form the basis of virtual methods.
Dierenes in time sales for omputational uid dynamis and biologial
growth make diret o-simulation infeasible. A sequential method has to be
applied. This work proposes the sequential o-simulation in appliation to
baker's yeast prodution in a 200 L bubble olumn reator.
The method ombines a module for uid dynamis implemented in CFX
by Ansys and a module for biologial growth implemented in Matlab and
Simulink by Mathworks. Data interfaes are dened for module hanges be-
tween sequenes. Swithing from the uid dynamis module to the growth
module data is mapped to a redued set of elements by the neural gas al-
gorithm. Computational demand for sequenes of growth is signiantly
redued.
Validation of this method follows two steps. First, omputational uid
dynamis are validated with experimental data for axial liquid veloity. Se-
ond, growth model and the sequential method are validated with ultivation
data. Experimental data has been determined in the same bubble olumn
reator. Target predition for the sequential o-simulation deviates less than
three perent from measured values.
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Zusammenfassung
Sequenzielle Co-Simulation zur Kopplung von CFD
und biologishem Wahstum in einem Hefereaktor
Die Kombination aus Mehrphasenströmung und biologishem Wahstum n-
det eine weit verbreitete Anwendung in der Prozesstehnik. In erster Linie
zwingen anspruhsvolle Auflagen zum Umweltshutz und steigende Energie-
preise Unternehmen dazu ihre Anlagen und Prozesse zu optimieren. Virtuelle
Methoden sind ein wesentlihes Hilfsmittel zur Lösung von Optimierungsprob-
lemen. Modelle stellen die Grundlage für diese Methoden dar.
Derzeit ist eine direkte Co-Simulation aufgrund untershiedliher Zeit-
skalen für die Berehnung von Strömungs- und Wahstumsvorgängen niht
mahbar. Alternativ werden sequenzielle Methoden angewandt. In dieser Ar-
beit wird die sequenzielle Co-Simulation am Beispiel der Bakhefeherstellung
in einem 200 L Blasensäulenreaktor vorgestellt.
Implementiert ist diese Methode in Form von zwei Modulen. Das Modul
für die Strömungssimulation ist in CFX von Ansys umgesetzt. Das Wahs-
tumsmodell ist als Modul in Matlab und Simulink von Mathworks realisiert.
Shnittstellen beshreiben die Datenübergabe zwishen den Sequenzen. Bei
der Übergabe von CFX an Matlab werden die Daten mithilfe des Neural
Gas Algorithmus einem reduzierten Elementsatz zugeordnet. Damit sinkt
der Rehenbedarf für Wahstumssequenzen deutlih.
Die sequenzielle Co-Simulation wird in zwei Shritten validiert. Im er-
sten Shritt dienen Messungen der axialen Komponente der Flüssigkeits-
geshwindigkeit zur Validierung der numerishen Strömungssimulation. Im
zweiten Shritt werden experimentell ermittelte Wahstumsdaten mit Ergeb-
nissen des Wahstumsmodells und der sequenziellen Methode abgeglihen.
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Grundlage der Daten ist immer der gleihe Reaktor. Der mit der sequen-
ziellen Co-Simulation berehnete Zielwert weiht weniger als drei Prozent
vom Messwert ab.
Chapter 1
Introdution and Sope
1.1 Introdution
Baker's yeast has a variety of elds of appliation. It is primarily used in
bakeries as baking agent and as taste donator. Another growing eld of
appliation is the food industry in general using yeast extrats. In agriulture,
the high protein ontent makes yeast an important part of modern animal
feed. The nitrogen ontent is a reason for also using yeast as fertilizer. Beside
these ommon areas, urrent researh attempts to extend the appliability of
yeast. An interesting example is the use of dead yeast ells to reate hollow
pigments for paper industry [147℄.
Yeast as a low prie produt requires eient prodution in huge amounts.
Therefore, in prodution large reators with operation volumes up to several
hundred ubi meters are used. Molasses as by-produt of sugar industry
usually serves as substrate. Without exeption, prodution reators are air-
lift type reators. They ombine both, ease in handling beause of only
a few internal installations and a good mixing and aeration performane
at relatively low energy input. Reators are generally designed as bubble
olumns or air-lift loop reators with stati or dynami gassing systems.
Installation as well as running osts are major reasons for deisions for
a ertain reator type. Energy ost for oxygen support hold the prinipal
share of running osts. On the one hand, the ost for buying a reator are
generally higher for dynami in omparison to stati gassing systems. On
1
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ope
the other hand, dynami systems may show supreme energy eieny and
an thus help to redue running osts [53℄. With inreasing environmental
standards, the omprehensive eieny of running and planned systems will
win its share.
International priing pressure with respet to the produt yeast espeially
hallenges industrialized nations where energy pries are at elevated levels
and environmental standards inrease running osts.
Industrial yeast strains have extensively been improved. Basially only
hanges due to dierent substrates are still subjet of investigation. The yeast
market is saturated or even oversaturated. As a onsequene, optimization
via market volume is not possible. Currently, yeast is delivered as blok, as
granulate, dry and as liquid to serve the speial needs of ustomers. Inreas-
ing yeast quality and shelf life is taken for granted and annot serve as argu-
ment for a rise in prie. Thus, the only realisti way to inrease international
ompetitiveness is to redue the running osts. First, the omprehensive need
for energy has to be minimized and seond, oxygen and mixing yield have to
be maximized.
Understanding the ow harateristis, the reative proesses and the
ombination of both is substantial for optimization of yeast reators. The aim
is to produe with highest yield at lowest energy onsumption. Therefore,
mass transfer has to be enhaned. At the same time mass transfer is a
omplex funtion of the bubble size distribution, the mass transfer oeient
and thus, a funtion of the physial properties of the uids. For a given set
of uid properties, also the gassing system and the operation onditions have
their indiret share on mass transfer.
1.2 Sope of the Work
Coupling of multiphase uid dynamis and biologial growth is a ommon
area of appliation in proess engineering. The use of omputational uid
dynamis in ombination with growth models allows for general appliability
to dierent reator systems. Physis, biology, geometry and onditions are
separately desribed.
Yeast ultivations last up to 24 hours. During ultivation parameters suh
as gas ow rate and volume may hange. Aordingly, ow harateristis
also hange. Fluid dynamis and growth annot be taken as being onstant.
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The diret interation of uid dynamis and growth requires ombined sim-
ulations.
Related time sales dier and generally hallenge to ombine omputa-
tional uid dynamis and biologial growth. While major hanges in uid
dynamis happen within milli seonds to seonds, hanges in growth may
take hours to days. A diret o-simulation of this problem is not feasible.
The aim of this work is to develop a method to sequentially ombine
uid dynamis and biologial growth. Exemplary appliation in this work is
baker's yeast prodution. Fluid dynamis are simulated with the ommerial
ode CFX 11.0 by Ansys. The biologial part has been implemented in
Matlab and Simulink R2008a by Mathworks.
A 200 L reator system is the basis for validation of simulated uid dynam-
is and growth. The reator is a bubble olumn with jet tubes as gassing sys-
tem. This system has been hosen in relation to ommonly applied industrial
gassing systems. Axial liquid veloity serves to validate the uid dynamis
module. A ultivation experiment serves for validation of the growth model
and the framework of sequential o-simulation. In ontrast to industrial yeast
prodution gluose diretly serves as substrate.
Simulation of multiphase ow for reation volumes above about ve ubi
meters is not pratiable at the present time sine element numbers rise up
to billions. It is up to researh and development in future deades.
Chapter 2
Fluid Dynamis and
Simulation
2.1 Bubble Column Reators
Bubble olumn reators are vertially oriented ylinders with generally ir-
ular ross setion area. Bubble olumns are lled with liquid or liquid and
solid to a ertain level and aerated in the bottom setion of the olumn.
These systems make use of the density dierene between aeration gas
and the liquid inside the reator. The density dierene in the gravitational
eld makes the gas bubbles rise. The slip veloity between gas and liquid
auses drag fores and liquid motion is indued.
In general, bubble olumn reators have only a few internal parts. As
a result, their design is simple and heap [93℄. Being very easy and fast to
lean is one of their greatest advantages.
In addition to uid motion indued by bubble drag, uid motion may be
enfored. This diretly inuenes the mean residene time of gas bubbles
and may also inrease oxygen utilization. As important as residene time
are espeially the total height of the olumn, the oalesene behavior in the
adjaent multiphase mixture and the bubble size [120℄.
Additional parts may be installed in the bubble olumn in order to diret
liquid and gas ow. The most ommon example is the group of airlift loop
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reators. The basi onept of suh internal or external installations is the
separation of liquid up- and down-ow regions.
In omparison to simple bubble olumn reators, loop reators may be
operated with less energy input. Net draft tubes are used to even enhane
mixing performane [57℄.
There are bubble olumns of almost any size with volumes from some
ubi entimeters up to about twenty thousand ubi meters. After deades
of intense researh on bubble olumns the omplete physial behavior is not
entirely understood. Even though researhers have been trying to ome up
with general rules for sale-up [89, 135, 34, 137℄, up to now no general sale-up
method is known whih holds true for a relevant range of size.
Industrial appliation of bubble olumn reators is as wide as their range
in size. Typial areas are food prodution, hemial and biotehnologial in-
dustry, proessing and renement of raw materials and waste water treatment
[138, 46℄.
There are two basi onepts of gassing systems, stati and dynami.
Stati systems suh as sparger plates, sieve plates and sintered plates are
known to produe larger bubbles due to their position at the bottom of the
reator [133℄. The hange of ow diretion at the bottom auses major radial
veloity omponents and thus inreased bubble oalesene in this area. A
number of single vertially oriented nozzles as well as horizontally oriented
tubes with holes or membranes and a distint distane to the bottom of the
olumn [29, 131℄ show muh better performane.
Dynami systems dened in the lassial way are mainly injetor and
ejetor nozzles [23℄ or liquid jets applied to the free liquid surfae similar
to sprinkling systems [23, 120℄. The latter type of system is still used for
oxygenation of biologial systems with relatively low oxygen onsumption.
The modern denition of dynami gassing systems relates to systems with
moving parts suh as rotors with openings on their surfae [13, 96, 53℄. The
dynami pressure at ertain areas of rotating parts redues the loal pressure
suh that gas is intaken with low or even without positive primary pressure.
In ombination with additional installations for bubble distribution, suh
systems reah very homogeneous gas distributions, small bubbles and good
mixing performane. Additional parts impede leaning. Up to now, no gen-
erally aepted optimum gassing system is known.
The bubble size distribution depends upon used liquids, solids and gases,
the gassing system, the gas ow rate, the olumn dimensions and even more
fators. At the same time, this distribution auses a ertain gas holdup and
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the related liquid ow eld [93℄. The eets are oupled in a omplex manner
whih makes researh espeially on sale-up as diult as it is.
2.2 Multiphase Flow in Simulation
In bubble olumn reators a ontinuous liquid phase is gassed with a dispersed
gaseous phase. The holdup or volume fration haraterizes whether a phase
is regarded to being ontinuous or dispersed [75℄.
The omplexity of model desription inreases with inreasing number of
phases. In pratie, the number of adjaent phases is redued to the smallest
physially meaningful set. In bubble olumn reators for yeast prodution
there are a liquid and a gas phase as well as a solid phase representing yeast
ells. Sine yeast ells have a diameter of 5 to 10µm and a mass density
very similar to water, in approximation the solid phase an be omitted for
most simulations. Yeast ells almost perfetly follow the ow and do not
signiantly hange ow harateristis. The suspension is treated as one
pseudo phase with uid harateristis of water.
Oxygen is one of the entral omponents for yeast growth of interest in this
ase, thus oxygen has expliitly to be taken into aount in the simulation.
Oxidative yeast growth onsumes oxygen while produing arbon dioxide.
Oxygen is transferred from gas into liquid phase and arbon dioxide leaves
the liquid in the opposite diretion. For simpliity reasons, the number of
oxygen moleules entering the liquid phase is assumed to be of the same order
as the number of arbon dioxide moleules leaving it. Aordingly, volume
hanges in the gas phase due to biologial growth are negligible.
Bubble olumn reators obviously show three dimensional and time de-
pendent ow elds. Nevertheless, time averaged information orresponds to
a probability of ourrene and thus gives hints for optimization. It is om-
mon sense that the transient harater of the ow eld also has to be taken
into aount. The ow eld is haraterized by its unsteadiness and the
turbulene.
Computer resoures limit omputational uid dynamis. In order to sim-
ulate systems of relevant size, rst approahes have therefore been redued
to two dimensions. Suh a simpliation is allowed when the system has at
least one almost innite dimension not being the main ow diretion. This
dimension may often be omitted without the loss of important information.
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Even though olumns with retangular ross setion do not fulll this
requirement, literature shows that researhers often neglet the diretion of
lowest extension [20, 11℄. The assumption of two dimensionality is not justi-
ed in most simulations of bubble olumns but espeially not for those with
a irular ross setion area [49, 105, 91, 30, 126, 54, 115℄. Continuity re-
quirements must provide dierent ow elds for olumns with retangular
and with irular ross setion area. Most systems of industrial relevane do
have a irular ross setion area.
The top region of bubble olumn reators is lled with the gas leaving the
mixture of gas and liquid. This interfae in the top region between gas and
the mixture of gas and liquid is alled free surfae. It is not a sharp boundary.
Simulations with free surfaes in heterogeneous multiphase systems give rise
to severe diulties. As long as the free surfae is not of speial interest it
an be approximated by a plane surfae where no shear fores our. Thus,
the omputational domain an be redued to the region aptured by the gas
liquid mixture. This method is generally aepted [86, 11, 115℄.
2.2.1 Simulation Approahes
There are two main approahes in simulation of multiphase ow. The rst
approah deals with desriptions of systems where one nite volume element
may ontain more than one phase. This kind of desription is named disperse
and is known as Euler-Lagrange or Euler-Euler [44℄. In the seond approah
the phase boundary is traked for all ells [78℄. Desriptions of this kind are
therefore named separated. The best known desription is the Volume of
Fluid method.
The Euler-Lagrange method treats the dispersed phase as separated par-
tiles of zero volume. The trajetories for every single partile are alulated
based on the main ow eld of the ontinuous phase [44℄. This method gives
insight into dispersed phase ows [43℄. The approah suers from ompu-
tational demand. Therefore, simulations using the Euler-Lagrange approah
are limited to a number of some thousand dispersed phase partiles. Bub-
ble olumns with millions of bubbles per ubi meter annot realistially be
desribed.
The Euler-Euler method is also alled two uid or multi uid method.
The dierent phases are treated as inter-penetrating ontinua [44℄. Thus,
this method does not aount for diret partile interation. There is a mass
and momentum onservation equation for every uid. The volume fration
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of every single phase is alulated for all volume elements [125℄. The Euler-
Euler method is appliable for high volume frations of the dispersed phase.
Its omputational demand is relatively modest. This is the main reason for
the wide usage of this approah [126℄.
In ontrast, the Volume of Fluid method aptures the shape and even the
shape deformation of single dispersed partiles [43, 79℄. Obviously, it is the
physially most realisti way of simulating multiphase systems. The method
has been applied to single bubble motion as well as to bubble interations
[15℄. It is a great tool to study priniple behavior of bubbles and to dedue
advaned drag, break-up and oalesene models [15℄. At the same time, it
is omputationally so demanding that only a few bubbles an be simulated
at the present time. As a onsequene, the Volume of Fluid approah suers
from similar limitations as experiments. Up to now, this method has not
ome up with overall better performing models.
2.2.2 Bubble Size Classes
The disussion about one denite bubble size versus bubble size distribu-
tions is as old as simulation of bubble olumns. In real systems independent
from the ow regime, there is always a bubble size distribution. Gas holdup,
surfae tension as well as inuening surfae ative agents and fores entail
distributions of dierent sharpness. In simulations bubble size lasses repre-
sent bubble size distributions. In most ases, bubble size is kept onstant for
every single lass over the entire reator.
Simple approahes use one averaged bubble size where averaging is prob-
lem related [126℄. It has been shown that one single bubble size does not
always apture ow physis [16℄. Thus, researhers often apply two bubble
size lasses [81, 138, 101, 115℄. These lasses may interat with eah other but
also may oexist without interation still enhaning the results. The assump-
tion of two bubble size lasses representing the distribution adequately results
from dynami disengagement experiments for aqueous systems [119, 68℄.
Population balanes based on breakup and oalesene models are used
to most realistially represent bubble size distributions [32℄. Restrited om-
putational resoures often demand for simplied models based on the idea of
population balanes. An early approah is a kineti model for the bubble rise
veloity based on experimental knowledge [68℄. The bubble size distribution
might for example also be redued to a loal mean bubble size [32℄. Other
researhers use population balanes to alulate bubble size distributions and
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to redue those to a nite number of bubble size lasses. In a seond step,
the lasses are used for Euler-Euler simulations [101, 115℄. This approah
is similar to the use of experimentally determined representative bubble size
lasses [54, 149℄.
Up to now, most implementations of population balanes apture eets
suh as mass transfer but do not aount for interphase fores based on loal
bubble size distributions. Instead, one single rise veloity is assumed for all
bubbles. For orret simulations of the ow eld, the interphase fores suh
as the drag fore are of speial importane. The rst serious approah of
taking into aount suh detailed interation has been published in 2008 [18℄.
2.2.3 Bubble Drag
The drag fore is the most important one ating between the ontinuous
and the dispersed phase [32℄. The fat that both phases are uids results
in possible motions inside the bubble and in generally deformable surfaes.
Gas ompressibility, visosity and surfae ative fores make the system very
omplex.
There is no general appliable or aepted model for the drag fore a-
ounting for all known eets in any system. Most models are based on
experiments or detailed simulation of very few bubbles [15℄. They are there-
fore restrited in their appliation. Complexity on the one hand and the
major importane of the drag fore for simulation on the other hand are the
present hallenge in simulating bubble olumn reators [16, 32℄.
2.2.4 Bubble Indued Turbulene
Bubble indued turbulene is the inuene of moving bubbles on ontinuous
phase turbulene [24℄. Bubbles may inrease as well as derease the level
of turbulene by their exible surfae and their wake struture depending
on the ow [126℄. Even though models for bubble indued turbulene have
been developed for deades, the dedued models are still suering from not
understanding the exat physis behind.
There are three basi approahes to desribe bubble indued turbulene
in bubble olumn reators. The rst approah aounts for bubble indued
eets by superposition of a shear and a bubble indued term for the eetive
visosity [114, 112, 113, 92℄. The additional term is taken to be proportional
to gas holdup and slip veloity. The seond approah assumes bubbles to
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inuene liquid turbulene by displaement of liquid while bubbles move.
Similarly to the rst model, a shear indued and a bubble indued term
are superposed to form the stress tensor [126℄. The third approah assumes
bubbles to inuene turbulene prodution and dissipation. Soure terms for
turbulent kineti energy as well as for turbulent energy dissipation rate are
derived [71℄.
Comparison of models has shown the third approah to give the best
results [101℄ while the rst two approahes often underestimate the eet
[126℄. Models of this type have widely been applied in simulations [105, 84,
90, 126, 115℄.
2.2.5 Other Fores
In addition to the drag fore ating on moving gas bubbles, other fores suh
as added mass fore, lift fore or turbulent dispersion fore are subjet of ur-
rent researh. Physis behind are not entirely understood wherefore models
and even eets are not generally aepted. Some researhers propose a fore
onept dividing fores into two groups. The rst group desribes physially
validated fores while the seond group desribes fores with signiant eet
in numerial simulation [124, 126℄.
The drag fore represents the fore of liquid ating on the onstantly
moving dispersed phase. For aelerated bubbles, liquid in the bubble wake
has also to be aelerated and auses an additionally deelerating fore [124℄.
Even though the eet of added mass fore or virtual mass fore is generally
aepted beause of its physial plausibility, experimental determination and
thus modeling is still ompliated. The added mass fore so far is known as a
tuning parameter also leading to numerial diulties and may be negleted
[32, 138℄. Sine highly aelerated ow situations are the basis of added mass
fore, the eet is referred to being high frequeny related. Most multiphase
ow simulations do not resolve high frequeny eets. As a onsequene,
added mass fore must not separately be aounted for [124℄.
The onept of lift fore, lateral or radial fore desribes fores perpen-
diular to the inident ow diretion suh as Magnus fore or Samann fore.
For bubbly ows, there is no theoretial onept beause of the omplexity
of bubble motion [124℄. Current pratie of modeling superposes physially
not entirely understood eets. As a onsequene, models are very unertain
[126, 32℄. A fair amount of published literature presents lift fore for better
t of experiment and simulation [138, 124℄. Due to unertainty and the lak
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of knowledge based on physis, it is aepted to neglet lift fore. Simu-
lation results without lift fore are not reported to be worse [138, 126, 32℄.
Lately published experimental work emphasizes unertainty and further need
of investigation [82℄.
Turbulent dispersion is based on turbulent motion of the liquid phase.
Turbulene additionally disperses gas bubbles. The fore is known to have a
signiant impat [47℄. Even though there are well known examples without
appliation of turbulent dispersion fore [105, 32℄, many researhers laim for
the need of appliation [126, 27℄. The latest work on turbulent dispersion
fore introdues a random dispersion model. It diretly dedues turbulent
dispersion eets from the loal ow harateristis and works without ad-
justable parameters [48℄. The random turbulent dispersion model promises
more physially founded simulations.
2.2.6 Mass Transfer
Sine ow physis are only one aspet of bubble olumns and reations are
the other, a word has to be said about mass transfer. For appliation to
simulation there are two basi approahes to desribe mass transport from
one phase into the other. The rst assumes the transferred omponent to be
an additional variable without diret inuene on ow physis. The seond
approah divides the uids into omponents. Mass transfer then diretly
inuenes uid harateristis. In both ases the transfer rate has to be
dened via soure and sink terms for the mass balane equation of eah
phase.
Often, mass transfer simulations are of major importane for reator de-
sign. Therefore, models shall be as general as possible to be applied to
reators of any sale. Resilient simulation results have to be produed in a
short time. On the one hand, using orrelations for mass transfer is very
fast but suers from the need of experiene, knowledge and assumptions. On
the other hand models based on detailed uid dynamis simulations an be
generally applied but ost a lot of time and omputational power. This is
why dierent approahes for mass transfer oexist today.
The most lassial way of simulating mass transfer is the use of empiri-
al orrelations [72℄. Correlations are easily applied to modern CFD odes.
CFD methods have been in use for a good deade now. Before, ompartment
models have been used. The uid domain is divided into very few ompart-
ments. Mass and momentum onservation equations are applied. Assuming
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perfet mixing for any ompartment, this method quikly gives aeptable re-
sults [123℄. There are even system based maro sale models without diretly
aounting for uid ow [148, 153℄.
In CFD simulations most researhers do not diretly ouple mass transfer
to uid dynamis but treat transferred omponents as non-reative traers in
the relevant phases. Mass transfer is modeled to depend upon dierenes in
partial pressure of the omponents in adjaent phases. Either a single bubble
size lass or a mean bubble diameter is used for loal mass transfer alulation
[139, 80, 90℄. Advaned approahes use several size lasses with a population
balane model for detailed loal mass transfer alulation [45, 146℄.
Volume of Fluid or Euler-Lagrange approahes are restrited in a sys-
temati manner. Nevertheless, some researhers have presented very good
results [73, 40℄. Even though these methods annot be used for large systems
in the near future, they may help to inrease model quality for less detailed
approahes in parallel to experiments.
2.2.7 Mesh Convergeny
As stated in setion 2.10, the mesh onvergeny study is a basi method
to assure simulation results to be grid independent. This is meant to be
general onsensus but few researhers report onvergeny studies [126℄. In
general, the mesh has to be as ne as the sale of physis [105℄. Small sale
turbulene would demand for miro saled grid ells whih is unrealisti for
most problems. This is why models aount for small sale eets and the
size of grid ells an be inreased aordingly. Nevertheless, oarser grids are
the reason for inreased disretization error.
It has been reported that renement of the ell size to one fth of the Kol-
mogorov length sale entails apparently grid independent results [11℄. Even
though this is out of question for appliations of industrial signiane, it
learly points out the vagueness of the urrent state of multiphase ow sim-
ulation.
2.2.8 Single Phase Versus Multiphase
Single phase simulation has reahed a high level predition quality not making
use of too muh empirial models. At the same time multiphase simulation
is muh less reliable due to the number of eets, the redued knowledge and
understanding of multiphase related physis and the orresponding modeling
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diulties. It is ommon sense that on top of the omplexity are uniformly
aerated systems suh as bubble olumn reators [16, 126℄.
In this omplexity the aim has to be to simulate signiant systems in
nite time reahing aeptable results. As long as omputational resoures in
majority restrit multiphase ow simulations, an engineering level of auray
has to be seen as the state of the art [32℄. Further researh has thus two
objetives. First, to study physis in detail and seond, to ome up with
knowledge based models and approahes apturing the main physis, being
appliable to real world problems at the same time [83℄.
2.3 Biologial Growth and Fluid Dynamis
A major number of appliations of multiphase ow dynamis is related to
hemial reations or biologial growth. Aordingly, early attempts have
been made to o-simulate uid dynamis and reation or growth.
Models range theoretially from overall growth models without uid dy-
namis to diretly oupled diret numerial simulation and metaboli ux
models [145℄. On the one hand, former models are too simple espeially for
large sale appliations in order to give reliable results. On the other hand,
latter models are urrently not manageable for lak of omputational power
and knowledge about physis and biology.
Compartment or zone models disretize the reator into a very small num-
ber of elements. Disretization generally follows information about the ow
eld of the related problem [145℄. As a onsequene, detailed experimental in-
formation about the ow eld has to be known up-front. Reation or growth
is simulated as well as exhange between the ompartments or zones. The
simpliity of the model does not limit appliation with respet to dimension
or time.
An external airlift loop reator an thus be represented by a top and a
bottom setion with perfet mixing as well as by a riser and a downomer
with axial dispersion [154℄. In a similar manner, ompartments of agitator
vessels are dened based on long time averaged information about the ow
eld [97℄.
Similarly, ell models need some information about the ow harater-
istis. Simple models are based on irle time distributions using element
numbers in the order of 10 [5℄. Sine detailed information about the ow
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eld is not needed, this model is more generally appliable by nature. Cyle
time information is easily aessible in experiments.
Advaned ell models with general ow denitions between adjaent ells
an be seen as early stages of modern omputational uid dynamis formula-
tions in ombination with reation and growth [8℄. Nevertheless, information
about ow is fed into disretization.
A fair amount of models utilizes omputational uid dynamis to ome
up with redued order maps while reation or growth is simulated on the
mapped system only. Basi assumption of this approah is one-way oupling
[118, 108, 69℄. Hene, reation does not inuene uid dynamis signiantly.
The advantages of a redued but mapped system for reation and growth are
the redution of omputational ost and the proximity to the real appliation
[69℄.
Some models use long time averaged information of the ow eld to ome
up with zone models [9, 10℄. Advaned approahes iteratively optimize the
ow eld mapping one before transient simulation of growth [108℄. It is su-
ient to alulate the mapping only one if ow elds are virtually stationary
and volume hanges are negligible [118℄.
The model proposed in this work maps ow eld information of a ompu-
tational uid dynamis alulation to a redued set of elements. The map-
ping automatially aounts for element density of the original grid. Transient
growth is simulated on the mapped system for a dened time. The results are
bak-mapped to the original grid or to a new grid related to volume hanges
before again simulating uid dynamis and mass transfer. This method is
referred to as sequential o-simulation (hapter 6).
A basi model assumption is that uid dynamis are not signiantly
inuened by biologial growth exept for surfae tension (setion 2.11). Eah
sequene may maximally be as long as hanges to uid dynamis an be
assumed to be small. On the one hand, this method obviously onsumes
more omputational resoures than the methods mentioned before. On the
other hand, it is generally appliable and provides a feasible method for
simulation of long lasting proesses.
Even more advaned approahes diretly ouple uid dynamis simula-
tions and fast hemial reations [110, 39, 69, 40℄. At the present time, no
feasible approah other than the proposed is known for diret oupling of
uid dynamis and biologial growth, simulating relevant real time. The
basi problem of diret oupling lies in dierenes in time sales wherefore
either of the domains is not suiently represented. Thus, diret oupling
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does only make sense for involved domains with similar and small time sales
suh as for fast hemial reations.
2.4 Basi Equations
The basi equations of uid ow are derived from onservation laws, namely
the onservation of mass, the onservation of momentum and the onservation
of energy.
In the following, the governing equations in three dimensions for om-
pressible uids in multiphase ow are shown in detail. There is a single set
of equations for eah phase with additional interfae exhange and soure
terms. With the phase holdup rα for phase α or alternatively rβ for phase β
equation 2.1 denes the ontinuity equation [143℄.
∂(rα̺α)
∂t
+
∂(rα̺αuα)
∂x
+
∂(rα̺αvα)
∂y
+
∂(rα̺αwα)
∂z
= SMα +
Nβ∑
β=1
Γαβ (2.1)
SMα are dened mass soures and Γαβ are the mass ow rates from all
Nβ phases to phase α.
The equations of onservation of momentum follow [100℄.
D(rα̺αuα)
Dt
= −rα ∂pα
∂x
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαuα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαuα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂y∂x
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂z∂x
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂x∂y
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂x∂z
)
+
Nβ∑
β=1
(Γαβuβ − Γβαuα) + SMxα +Mαx (2.2)
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D(rα̺αvα)
Dt
= −rα ∂pα
∂y
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαvα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂x∂y
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂z∂y
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂y∂x
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂y∂z
)
+
Nβ∑
β=1
(Γαβvβ − Γβαvα) + SMyα +Mαy (2.3)
D(rα̺αwα)
Dt
= −rα ∂pα
∂z
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαwα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂x∂z
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂y∂z
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂z2
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαuα)
∂z∂x
+
∂2(rαvα)
∂z∂y
+
∂2(rαwα)
∂z2
)
+
Nβ∑
β=1
(Γαβwβ − Γβαwα) + SMzα +Mαz (2.4)
Γ-terms on the righthand side of equations 2.2 to 2.4 represent inter-
phase momentum transfer due to interphase mass ow. The SM -terms stand
for external body fores as well as for user dened momentum soures. Fi-
nally, the M -terms represent interphase momentum exhange suh as drag
fores. An aepted working approximation for the seond dynami visosity
is 3λα = −2ηα [143, 116℄.
Two additional lasses of equations make the set of equations omplete.
First, the onservation of volume (equation 2.5) and seond, the pressure
onstraints, assuming the pressure to be the same for all phases (equation
2.6) [1℄.
rα +
Nβ∑
β=1
rβ = 1 (2.5)
pβ = p ∀ β = 1, . . . , Nβ (2.6)
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The Navier-Stokes equations aount for all eets of a ompressible tur-
bulent ow, i.e. the random and three-dimensional behavior. Sine turbu-
lene onsists of many dierent length sales and relevant turbulent ows are
desribed by high Reynolds numbers, simulations using the Navier-Stokes
equations require very ne meshes and very small time steps to ompletely
resolve turbulene eets. Generally, problem geometries are far too big to be
simulated with diret numerial simulation (DNS). Even in the near future
under the assumption of ontinued fast development of omputational power,
pratial problems will not be solved by DNS in the next deades [143℄.
In many ases time-averaged information about ow elds is suient.
Thus, the instantaneous turbulent information does not neessarily have to
be alulated. The mean Φ of a ow property ϕ(t) is dened [65℄.
Φ =
1
∆t
∆t∫
0
ϕ(t)dt. (2.7)
The variables an be seen as being ombined of a mean Φ and a time-
varying portion ϕ′. By denition, the time average of the time-varying por-
tion has to be zero. Time-averaged portions are marked by an over-line and
time-varying portions by a prime.
ϕ(t) = Φ + ϕ′(t) (2.8)
ϕ′ =
1
∆t
∆t∫
0
ϕ′(t)dt ≡ 0 (2.9)
Appliation of equation 2.8 to the variables u, v, w and p in the equations
2.1 to 2.4 and averaging leads to the following set of equations for every single
phase alled the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS).
∂(rα̺α)
∂t
+
∂(rα̺αUα)
∂x
+
∂(rα̺αVα)
∂y
+
∂(rα̺αWα)
∂z
= SMα+
Nβ∑
β=1
Γαβ (2.10)
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D(rα̺αUα)
Dt
= −rα ∂Pα
∂x
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαUα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαUα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂y∂x
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂z∂x
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂x∂y
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂x∂z
)
+

−∂
(
rα̺αu′2α
)
∂x
− ∂(rα̺αu
′
αv
′
α)
∂y
− ∂(rα̺αu
′
αw
′
α)
∂z

+ SMxα +Mαx
(2.11)
D(rα̺αVα)
Dt
= −rα ∂Pα
∂y
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαVα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂x∂y
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂z∂y
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂y∂x
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂y∂z
)
+

−∂(rα̺αu′αv′α)
∂x
−
∂
(
rα̺αv′2α
)
∂y
− ∂(rα̺αv
′
αw
′
α)
∂z

+ SMyα +Mαy
(2.12)
D(rα̺αWα)
Dt
= −rα ∂Pα
∂z
+ ηα
(
∂2(rαWα)
∂x2
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂y2
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂z2
)
+
ηα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂x∂z
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂y∂z
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂z2
)
+
λα
(
∂2(rαUα)
∂z∂x
+
∂2(rαVα)
∂z∂y
+
∂2(rαWα)
∂z2
)
+

−∂(rα̺αu′αw′α)
∂x
− ∂(rα̺αv
′
αw
′
α)
∂y
−
∂
(
rα̺αw′2α
)
∂z

+ SMzα +Mαz
(2.13)
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In equations 2.11 to 2.13 the terms in square brakets result from the
averaging proess. These nine terms of whih six are independent are the so
alled Reynolds stresses. It is worth mentioning that the terms are apparent
stresses. They have the harater of stress terms but result from the averaging
proess. Reynolds stresses are the resulting problem sine they are unknown.
The set of equations is not losed. Objetive of turbulene models is a sensible
desription of the six independent Reynolds stresses (setion 2.7).
2.5 Bubbles and Bubble Swarms
Density dierene auses bubbles to move in the opposite diretion of the
gravitational vetor. The movement applies dierent fores to the bubble
surfae and onsequently often results in breakup and oalesene. A dynami
equilibrium between breakup and oalesene may result [21℄.
Traditionally, bubbles are lassied due to their shape. The shape very
muh depends on uid harateristis. For air-water systems bubbles up to a
diameter of 0.5 mm are referred to being rigid spheres. Medium sized bubbles
with diameters between 0.5 and 2.5 mm are haraterized by spherial shape
but with inner gas irulation [35℄. This eet is also known as Marangoni
eet [73℄.
Bubbles with diameters above 2.5mm have a mobile surfae and ellip-
soidal shape. With inreasing diameter, inner irulation depends upon dif-
ferent eddies and thus, bubble shape beomes irregular. Suh bubbles moving
in undisturbed liquid may form aps giving the name of this lass [23℄. Apart
from ap bubbles, breakup beomes a signiant eet, limiting bubble di-
ameter to dynami maximum stable diameter.
For small bubbles surfae tension fores are the main eet for shape and
behavior. With inreasing diameter the inuene of inertia fores inreases
while the inuene of surfae tension fores dereases. For large bubbles,
surfae tension fores are negligible [55℄.
Continuity reasons fore liquid motion due to bubble motion. Bubble
shape, size and the number of bubbles deide whether liquid moves loally
or globally. Behind bubbles a wake struture is formed. Depending on ow
onditions as well as on uid harateristis, wake struture varies from losed
laminar to open turbulent [55, 36℄. Liquid in front of the bubble and in the
bubble wake has to be aelerated whih is the physial explanation for virtual
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mass formulations [73℄. This eet is omparable to virtual inrease in bubble
volume [141, 117℄.
Bubble shape, size and behavior are inuened by the reator geometry,
the liquid, surfae ative agents as well as solid partiles, the inlet onditions,
presene of other bubbles and the ow eld. Complexity arises from these
eets being highly oupled [35℄.
Inreasing liquid visosity redues the inuene of aeleration eets [78℄.
Salinity together with other surfae ative agents diretly inuenes bubble
behavior [17℄. These moleules and partiles aumulate at the interfae.
In many ases the aumulation is haraterized by gradients with highest
onentrations at the bubble wake. As a onsequene, inner irulation is
redued, bubble shape is stabilized and oalesene is hindered [31℄.
It has been shown that initial deformation is an important parameter for
bubble shape and movement [73℄. Highly deformed bubbles form ellipsoids
and move on helial paths while initially spherial bubbles may keep their
shape and move upwards on an almost straight line. Inlet veloity as well as
sparger type and geometry deide about initial deformation. The adjaent
ow eld has an important impat as permanent boundary ondition.
In bubble olumns bubbles move as group or swarm. Swarm veloity
might be up to the sixfold the veloity of a single bubble [78℄. With dereasing
distane between bubbles, a following bubble aelerates and reahes the
veloity of the leading bubble or even oalese [78℄. As gas holdup rises,
swarm veloity inreases and dereases again after reahing a maximum [25℄.
In ontrast, researhers also state that a single bubble moves slower up to a
gas holdup of about 15 perent while above that bubble swarms are slower
[122℄.
For pratial reasons in simulation, bubble swarms with dierent bubble
lasses have to be summarized to aount for eets suh as drag and mass
transfer. If bubble lasses are to be represented as one single lass, the Sauter
mean diameter represents a lass where the ratio of surfae to volume is kept
onstant.
Sriram and Mann [129℄ proposed the dynami disengagement tehnique
for simple haraterization of bubble size distributions. Gas supply is in-
stantaneously interrupted and the liquid operation level is measured in the
following as funtion of time.
Sine gas is generally supplied from the reator bottom, the disengage-
ment proess also starts from the bottom [119℄. Large bubbles rise faster
than small ones suh that large bubble frations tend to leave the reator
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rst. As a result, operation level does not linearly derease with time. Large
frations ause a steeper derease at the beginning.
In this work a single size lass with the bubble diameter of 0.005m has
been used for pure uid dynamis simulation. Combined simulations of uid
dynamis and mass transfer have been performed using three lasses with di-
ameters 0.0008m, 0.003m and 0.08m experimentally determined by dynami
disengagement. These lasses are assumed to be apable to suiently a-
ount for all relevant eets.
2.6 Interfae Momentum Transfer
Researh on drag oeients of dierently shaped bubbles in many liquid
onstellations has been done. There is still no ommonly appliable and
generally aepted drag formulation. The formulation used seems to be best
pratie in the relevant range of parameters [122℄.
The ontinuous phase α interats with all dispersed phases β. Momentum
is transferred between the phases. In equations 2.11 to 2.13 mass transfer
is aounted for by the Mα terms. Using the Kroneker delta δαβ , equation
2.14 denes the sum of momentum transferred to phase α.
Mα =
∑
β
Mαβ(1− δαβ) (2.14)
Mαβ generally onsists of terms related to every ating fore suh as drag,
lift, virtual mass and turbulent dispersion fore. Sine drag fore has major
impat and suiently validated terms, it is the only fore onsidered. Drag
fore is represented by the term Mαβ here.
Bubble drag fore for a single bubble follows.
Dpβ =
̺α
2
cDβ
(
uβ − uα
)2
Aβ (2.15)
̺α is the ontinuous phase density, cDβ the drag oeient, the term in
brakets of equation 2.15 the slip veloity and Aβ the projeted area of a
bubble in ow diretion. The overall interfae drag is the produt of the
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number of dispersed bubbles npβ and the drag for a single bubble Dpβ.
Mαβ = npβDpβ (2.16)
npβ =
6rβ
πd3β
(2.17)
Aβ =
πd2β
4
(2.18)
Hene, equation 2.19 gives the interfae momentum transfer from dis-
persed phase β to ontinuous phase α.
Mαβ =
3
4
cDβ
dβ
rβ̺α
∣∣uβ − uα∣∣ (uβ − uα) (2.19)
The denition of the drag oeient and the bubble diameter from equa-
tion 2.19 for every single dispersed phase β is the hallenge of modeling mul-
tiphase ow. As mentioned earlier in setion 2.5 the behavior greatly hanges
with size and dispersed phase holdup. A great number of mostly empirial
equations for drag oeients exists. The dispersed phase Reynolds number
is part of most denitions.
Reβ =
dβ̺α
∣∣uβ − uα∣∣
ηα
(2.20)
The drag oeient for a single bubble depends upon the bubble size and
shape. The deision about the drag oeient of a single bubble cDβ∞ is
implemented as follows.
cDβ∞ = max(cDβ∞,sphere,min(cDβ∞,ellipsoid, cDβ∞,cap)) (2.21)
For a spherial bubble a orrelation proposed by Shiller and Naumann
in 1933 is used [23℄.
cDβ∞,sphere =
24
Reβ
(
1 + 0.15Re0.687β
)
(2.22)
Bubble drag oeients for bubbles of ellipsoidal shape are alulated
from the Grae drag model [37℄. This model performs espeially well for air
bubbles in aqueous solutions.
cDβ∞,ellipsoid =
4
3
gdβ
u2t
̺α − ̺β
̺α
(2.23)
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Where g is the gravitational aeleration, dβ the equivalent diameter of a
sphere of same volume and ut is the terminal veloity:
ut =
ηα
̺αdβ
Mo−0.149(J − 0.857) (2.24)
The Morton number Mo, the Eötvös number Eo
Mo =
η4αg(̺α − ̺β)
̺ασ3
(2.25)
Eo =
g(̺α − ̺β)d2β
σ
(2.26)
and the following terms are neessary to alulate drag oeients with
equation 2.23:
J =
{
0.94H0.751 2 < H ≤ 59.3
3.42H0.441 H > 59.3
(2.27)
H =
4
3
EoMo−0.149
(
ηα
ηref
)−0.14
(2.28)
ηref = 0.0009
kg
sm
(2.29)
The drag oeient for bubbles in the ap regime is onstant [37℄.
cDβ∞,cap =
8
3
(2.30)
Large bubbles tend to pull other bubbles into their wakes and inrease
their veloity. Obviously, the eet is related to loal dispersed phase holdup.
In order to aount for suh eets a orretion fator fcDβ∞ [15℄ with n = 2
is used for all drag oeients.
fcDβ∞ = (1− rβ)n (2.31)
Hene, equation 2.32 denes the orreted drag oeient cDβ .
cDβ = fcDβ∞cDβ∞ (2.32)
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2.7 Turbulene Model
Turbulene is one of the last great problems in lassial physis. The Clay
Mathematis Institute mentions turbulene as one of the millennium prob-
lems. Turbulene eets have a great impat on uid ow as well as on other
regarded eets suh as mass transfer. One of the most ommonly applied
turbulene models in multiphase ow is the k-ε model. k is the turbulene
kineti energy and ε the turbulent energy dissipation rate. Even though it
is known to poorly perform in swirling ows, it shows good performane
for many industrially relevant systems [143℄. For general information about
turbulene models it is referred to the orresponding literature.
The averaging proess in setion 2.4 was neessary to get a set of equa-
tions for alulation of pratial problems. Unfortunately, the set of equa-
tions is not losed for averaging has aused additional unknown terms alled
Reynolds stresses. Analogous to the denition of the Newtonian stresses, the
Reynolds stresses are dened via the eddy visosity ηαt. It remains to give
a physially motivated denition of the eddy visosity. This is known as the
Boussinesq approximation [65℄. Even though ηαt is alled visosity, it is not
to be mistaken as the physial moleular visosity. As a onsequene of the
Boussinesq approximation, the eetive visosity is the sum of moleular and
eddy visosity.
ηαeff = ηα + ηαt (2.33)
Beside many dierent approahes, the k-εmodel is one of the two equation
eddy visosity models. It uses two partial dierential equations for both, the
turbulent kineti energy kα and the energy dissipation rate εα. First, the
eddy visosity ηαt reads [143℄.
ηαt = ̺αCµ
k2α
εα
(2.34)
The transport equations for kα and εα are dened:
∂(̺αkα)
∂t
+
∂(̺αkαUα)
∂x
+
∂(̺αkαVα)
∂y
+
∂(̺αkαWα)
∂z
=
Pα − ̺αεα + Tαβk + ∂
∂x
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σkα
)
∂kα
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σkα
)
∂kα
∂y
]
+
∂
∂z
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σkα
)
∂kα
∂z
]
(2.35)
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∂(̺αεα)
∂t
+
∂(̺αεαUα)
∂x
+
∂(̺αεαVα)
∂y
+
∂(̺αεαWα)
∂z
=
Cε1̺α
εα
kα
Pα − Cε2̺α ε
2
α
kα
+ Tαβε +
∂
∂x
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σεα
)
∂εα
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σεα
)
∂εα
∂y
]
+
∂
∂z
[(
ηα +
ηαt
σεα
)
∂εα
∂z
]
(2.36)
Pα is the turbulene prodution term [65℄.
Pα = −̺α
[(
u′2α
∂Uα
∂x
+ u′αv
′
α
∂Vα
∂x
+ u′αw
′
α
∂Wα
∂x
)
+(
u′αv
′
α
∂Uα
∂y
+ v′2α
∂Vα
∂y
+ v′αw
′
α
∂Wα
∂y
)
+(
u′αw
′
α
∂Uα
∂z
+ v′αw
′
α
∂Vα
∂z
+ w′2α
∂Wα
∂z
)]
(2.37)
Turbulent kineti energy kα is dened as the kineti energy due to tur-
bulent motion [143℄:
kα =
1
2
(
u′2α + v
′2
α + w
′2
α
)
(2.38)
The energy dissipation rate εα is dened as follows [65℄.
εα =
ηα
̺α
[(
∂u′α
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v′α
∂y
)2
+
(
∂w′α
∂z
)2
+
(
∂u′α
∂y
+
∂v′α
∂x
)2
+
(
∂u′α
∂z
+
∂w′α
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v′α
∂z
+
∂w′α
∂y
)2]
−
2
ηα
̺α
(
∂u′α
∂y
∂v′α
∂x
+
∂v′α
∂z
∂w′α
∂y
+
∂w′α
∂x
∂u′α
∂z
)
(2.39)
Model onstants of the standard k-ε model are listed in table 2.1.
The k-ε model has been used for modeling the turbulene of the on-
tinuous phase. As mentioned above, the dispersed phase has a signiant
inuene on the ontinuous phase motion. This also holds true for the on-
tinuous phase turbulene. Thus, the terms Tαβk and Tαβε in equations 2.35
and 2.36 respetively represent interphase transfer of kα and εα. In terms of
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Table 2.1: Model onstants of the standard k-ε model [143℄
Cµ σkα σεα Cε1 Cε2
0.09 1 1.3 1.44 1.92
gas bubbles as dispersed phase in liquid, the eet is referred to as bubble
indued turbulene [114℄.
There are dierent approahes to aount for bubble indued turbulene.
In 1975, Sato and Sekoguhi [114℄ proposed to represent the portion of bubble
indued turbulene as a summand ηt,bit in equation 2.33.
ηt,bit = k1
dβ
2
rα̺α|uα − uβ | (2.40)
From experiments, k1 has been determined having the value 1.2 [112℄.
A seond type of model desribes additional terms for the stress tensor
assuming linear superposition. The approah has been proposed by Arnold
in 1988 and is similar to an approah by Lopez de Bertodano [126℄.
These two models underestimate bubble indued turbulene signiantly
[126, 152℄. Turbulene as a transported variable an exist quite a time down-
stream. Thus, a third type of model has been developed aounting for
transport of the turbulent kineti energy k as well as for the energy dissipa-
tion rate ε. By drag, deformation and wake bubbles may inrease turbulene
but also the deformable surfae may derease turbulene by dissipation. Suh
bubble or drag indued turbulene terms have been proposed by Kataoka and
Serizawa [71℄. Similar models exist, diering in the time sale of the bubble
indued turbulene [134℄.
Here, the desription of Peger and Beker [105℄ has been implemented
using Ck = Cε1 and Cε3 = Cε2 (table 2.1). The Tαβk-term has been proposed
by Bel F'Dhila and Simomin in 1992 and the Tαβε-term by Elgobashi and
Abou-Arab in 1983 [94℄.
Tαβk = rαCk |Mαβ| |uα − uβ | (2.41)
Tαβε = Cε3
ε
k
Tαβk = Cε3
ε
k
rαCk |Mαβ| |uα − uβ | (2.42)
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The approah by Peger and Beker [105℄ has been reported to perform
best [152℄. Nevertheless, it only aounts for drag related turbulene pro-
dution and dissipation. As a matter of fat, all fores related to the phase
boundary have their share. Existing models an only be the beginning [101℄.
It has already been reported, that Cε3 in equation 2.42 is likely to not being
onstant but a funtion of bubble diameter and dispersed phase holdup [84℄.
Turbulene of the dispersed phase is modeled using the dispersed phase
zero equation model. The dispersed phase eetive visosity is alulated
following equation 2.33. The dispersed phase eddy visosity ηβt is dened as:
ηβt =
̺β
̺α
ηαt (2.43)
Equation 2.43 beomes negligible for dispersed phase densities muh less
than the ontinuous phase density.
2.8 Mass Transfer
Suiently supporting ells with oxygen is of major interest in baker's yeast
prodution. A lak of oxygen leads to ethanol prodution, redued biomass
yield and quality.
Driving fore for mass transfer by diusion is the onentration dier-
ene of adjaent phases. Mass transfer an be hindered by boundary lay-
ers. Within the layer, onentration dierenes of adjaent boundaries are
balaned by the gradient [116℄. For oxygen mass transfer from air into an
aqueous phase or vie versa resistane on the liquid side signiantly exeeds
resistane on the gaseous side. Thus, only liquid side mass transfer resistane
has to be onsidered. This still holds true in ase of sinks in the gas phase
for relatively slow reations suh as biologial growth. The mass ow rate is
given by Γαβ .
Γαβ = kLaαβ(c
∗
α − cα) (2.44)
kL is the mass transfer oeient, c
∗
α the liquid side saturation onen-
tration for a given temperature and pressure and cα the atual liquid side
mass onentration. aαβ is the volume spei interphase area also alled
interphase area density. The sign onvention in equation 2.44 assumes the
mass transfer to our from dispersed to ontinuous phase.
Assuming spherial equal sized bubbles for eah lass, the volume spei
surfae area aαβ for more than one lass is given as the sum over the individual
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volume spei surfae areas aαβi. Equation 2.45 is written for three lasses.
aαβ =
3∑
i=1
aαβi = 6
3∑
i=1
r∗βi
dβ,i
(2.45)
r∗βi is the loal volume fration of lass i. The oxygen onentration in the
liquid is an additional transport variable in CFX. Obviously, aαβ is a loal
measure but an also be determined for the overall reation volume. In
literature kLaαβ is often treated as one variable referred to as volumetri
mass transfer oeient.
For the mass transfer oeient kL dierent approahes are given in lit-
erature, some of them aounting for turbulene eets (equations 2.47 and
2.48).
kL = 3.1 · 10−4 m
s
Hallensleben [63] (2.46)
kL = 2
√
Dα
π
4
√
ε̺α
ηα
Garia-Ohoa and Gomez [58] (2.47)
kL =
2√
π
(
Dα̺α
ηα
) 2
3
4
√
ηαε
̺α
Shütze [121] (2.48)
Interphase area density has been reported to have muh more inuene on
overall mass transfer than turbulene related to values alulated from equa-
tions 2.47 and 2.48. At the same time unertainties arise from the turbulene
model. Therefore, the onstant value from equation 2.46 is applied.
Surfae ative agents are well known to signiantly inuene mass trans-
fer. A surfae overage ratio is dened for desription of surfatant related
eets. Generally, the mass transfer oeient dereases with inreasing ov-
erage ratio [111℄. The mass transfer oeient has been reported as being one
fourth to one sixth for bubbles ontaminated with surfatants suh as dust
partiles or surfae ative moleules [2℄. A surfatant onentration above a
ritial mielle onentration or aordingly above a ritial overage ratio
does not further derease mass transfer [103℄.
Mass transfer oeient for bubbles smaller than 1.5mm is solely inu-
ened by bubble geometry and ranges around 1 · 10−4 ms . For bubbles in the
range from 1.5mm to 3.5mm kL ranges between 1 · 10−4 ms and 4 · 10−4 ms .
It is inuened by the physio-hemial harateristis of the surfatants and
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bubble geometry. Mass transfer oeients inrease from liquids with non-
ioni surfatants over ationi and anioni surfatants to pure liquids. For
bubbles above 3.5mm in diameter, mass transfer does not depend upon bub-
ble geometry. The oeient then ranges about 4 · 10−4 ms [111℄.
Eletrolyte solutions show similar eets and an be seen as a subase of
solutions with surfatants. With inreasing onentration of eletrolytes, kL
dereases [42, 64℄. It has to be mentioned that eletrolytes may hinder oa-
lesene and inrease surfae area density. As a result, overall mass transfer
may behave ontrary. Compared to mass transfer in water, mass transfer in
solutions ontaining molasses is redued [42℄. This is espeially important for
industrial yeast prodution.
Not only surfae ative agents but also biologial ells an aumulate at
gas liquid interphase. It has been reported that the rear stagnant point is a
preferred loation due to the bubble wake struture. Aumulation of ells
may result in additionally redued oxygen mass transfer [3℄.
Vibration exitement has been reported as an interesting method to en-
hane mass transfer [51℄. Exitement of the homogeneous phase in the fre-
queny range between 40Hz to 100Hz auses bubble size redution of up
to 50%. This inreases gas holdup as well as higher amplitudes do. With
inreasing gas holdup also overall mass transfer inreases. Additionally, the
mass transfer oeient is enhaned probably due to a higher level of tur-
bulene at gas liquid interphase [51℄. In a similar manner mass transfer has
been reported as dereasing with inreasing olumn height due to elevated
turbulene level in the region of bubble generation [42℄.
The saturation onentration of oxygen in water is subjet to oxygen
partial pressure in the adjaent dispersed phase for a given temperature.
Equation 2.49 gives the saturation onentration [99℄.
c∗α =
p∞β − γp′α
pN
Xβ,O2αB
MO2
VM
(2.49)
with p∞β as ambient pressure, γ the relative humidity of air [99℄, p
′
α as sat-
uration vapor pressure of water at a given temperature, the normal pressure
pN , the oxygen mole fration in dry air Xβ,O2 , αB the Bunsen absorption
oeient, MO2 as moleular weight of oxygen and the mole volume VM of
an ideal gas at ambient onditions.
The relationship between ontinuous and dispersed phase onentration
at equilibrium is often referred to as Bunsen, Raoult or Henry relationship.
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Equation 2.49 an be rewritten dening a Henry oeient Hm,O2 [128, 99℄.
c∗α = (p
∞
β − γp′α)Xβ,O2Hm,O2 (2.50)
Following Dalton's law, partial pressure of ideal gases is alulated from
equation 2.51 with the fration Xβ,i of omponent i [99℄.
p∞β,i = Xβ,ip
∞
β (2.51)
Xβ,i =
Vβ,i
Vβ
(2.52)
Saturation onentrations alulated from equation 2.50 for air and pure
oxygen oinide with literature data [128, 4℄. A desription as given by
equation 2.51 using the partial pressure of the transferred omponent has
the great advantage of being general.
The following parameters are used for implementation of oxygen transfer
following equation 2.49 or 2.50.
αB = 2.844 · 10−2 (298.15K) [99] (2.53)
VM = 2.2414 · 10−2 m
3
mol
(2.54)
pN = 101325
kg
s2m
(2.55)
MO2 = 3.198 · 10−2
kg
mol
(2.56)
The partial pressure of oxygen in the transported dispersed phase depends
upon the urrent oxygen onentration. p∞β,O2 is the partial pressure of oxygen
in air.
p∞β,O2 = Xβ,O2(p
∞
β − γp′α) (2.57)
Xβ,O2 =
nβ,O2
nβ
=
nβ,O2
nβ,0 −∆nβ,O2
=
nβ,O2
nβ,0 − (nβ,O2,0 − nβ,O2)
=
nβ,O2
nβ,0 − nβ,O2,0 + nβ,O2
(2.58)
nβ,O2 =
∑3
i=1 cβ,O2,i · rβi
MO2
∑3
i=1 rβi
(2.59)
The atual oxygen onentration in the ontinuous cα,O2 and the dispersed
phases cβ,O2 are taken from the transport equations of the simulation. Index
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addition 0 signalizes initial onditions. Conluding, unknown terms from
equations 2.57 to 2.59 are given.
nβ,0 = 44.615
mol
m3
(2.60)
nβ,O2,0 = 9.3468
mol
m3
(2.61)
γ = 1 (2.62)
p′α = 3170
kg
s2m
(2.63)
The alulated mass ow is the soure term for oxygen in water. The ow
has to be proportionately distributed on the gas side as sink for eah bubble
lass. The mass transfer oeient is taken to be onstant independently of
the individual bubble size. For distribution then the relevant fator is the
ratio of the volume spei surfae area of lass aαβi to the overall spei
surfae area aαβ .
m˙β,i = Γαβ
aαβi
aαβ
(2.64)
Oxygen onsumption due to yeast growth is represented by an oxygen
sink term m˙Y,O2 . The yeast is assumed to be equally distributed wherefore
the sink is supposed to be onstant in the entire domain. The oxygen sink
annot be negative.
m˙Y,O2 = max
(
0,min
(cα,O2
∆t
, m˙Y,Matlab
))
(2.65)
Assuming arbon dioxide from yeast ultivation being transferred from
the ontinuous to the dispersed phase, volume hange due to mass transfer is
not onsidered. The eet of simultaneously transferred oxygen and arbon
dioxide has been studied [63℄ but is negleted as aforesaid. Mass transfer is
assumed not to inuene uid dynamis. Another assumption in simulation
has been to neglet temperature dependene of mass transfer oeients.
2.9 System, Geometry and Simpliations
The bubble olumn reator shown in gure 2.1 is a irular tube. Its inner
diameter is 390 mm and the overall height 2040 mm. Seven ttings are
installed at one side of the reator spanning the x = 0 plane. Fittings are
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Figure 2.1: Reator geometry, measures in mm
used for measurement probes as well as for dierent in- and outlets. To
redue the impat on the ow eld, a at plate separates the reator volume
and the avities of the ttings. A lid loses the reator at its top inluding
an exhaust gas line.
Four jet tubes with 676 holes in total of 0.8 mm diameter on the upper
side are used as stati gassing system. The holes are arranged in ve lines on
every tube with an inter hole distane of 8 mm (gure 2.2). Thus, the holes
build up a regular struture of equilateral triangles. Jet tubes as gassing
system have been hosen beause of the relation to ommonly used industrial
systems.
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Figure 2.2: Jet tube as detail of the gassing system
A projeted annulus region at the ylinder jaket of 30 mm width is des-
ignated ungassed area on the jet tubes. The near wall region is expeted to
be down-ow region. Down oming liquid and rising gas bubbles would work
against the liquid irulation reduing the wanted eets and onsuming ad-
ditional energy. For pratial reasons, in simulations the holes are represented
in terms of an area fration of the related enveloping surfae.
In ontrast to large industrial gassing systems gas is supplied only from
one side of the jet tubes. Sine the jet tube to hole diameter ratio is great,
the pressure drop for gas entering the bubble olumn through the holes ex-
eeds the pressure drop resulting from drag inside the tubes by far. As a
onsequene, the system aomplishes homogeneous gassing. The gas ow
rate is 14.5 m
3
h and orresponds to the superial gas veloity of 0.034
m
s .
Jet tubes and ttings are made of polyvenylhloride. Medium and alkaline
solution are fed through tubes with an inner diameter of 8 mm. The tubes
enter the reator via ttings positioned in a way that injeted liquids enter
the reator in radial diretion.
The operation level is dened as the lling level under gassed ondition.
Veloity measurements for validation reasons have been taken with an opera-
tion level of 1.8m. The operation level during ultivation experiments varies
between about 1.08m and 1.22m due to medium feed. For the sequential
o-simulation run the operation level depends upon the alulated volume of
the preeding step.
Even though the real system has a free surfae, simulations have been
performed with a plane surfae given by z = const.. For detailed information
about the appropriate boundary onditions it is referred to setion 2.11. This
representation is espeially suient for systems with relatively low gas ow
rates. Simulations with free surfaes signiantly inrease omputational
ost, in this ase without additional valuable information. The reator system
and the equipment are shematially shown in gure 5.1.
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Test simulations have not shown signiant inuene of measuring de-
vies and the ooling iruit on ow harateristis. Therefore, simulations
have been performed without. The ooling iruit has only been installed
for seurity reasons to ool down the ultivation volume in ase of rapidly
inreasing temperature. In fat, the reation volume has neither been ooled
nor heated during ultivation experiments. The supplied air ow aused al-
most onstant temperature levels. Hene, the simulation setup is redued to
a simple onstellation.
2.10 Mesh
There are two priniple types of a volume mesh, either a strutured or an
unstrutured mesh. Strutured meshes onsist of hexahedrons while the ma-
jority of unstrutured meshes onsist of tetrahedrons. Where appliable,
strutured meshes improve eieny of alulations. Moreover, strutured
meshes have a higher node density providing better results for a omparable
number of elements.
For omplex geometries it is sometimes very diult or even impossible
to ome up with an adequate fully strutured mesh. Unstrutured meshes are
easily and quikly generated. Both mesh types an also be onneted. The
ombination makes use of the advantages of both mesh types, being quikly
generated and providing good results. Meshes used in this work have been
generated with Iem CFD 11.0.
Even though the geometry shown in gure 2.1 does not appear to be
omplex, the intersetion of the jet tubes and the reator wall does not allow
the use of a fully strutured mesh. For the major fration of the reator,
obviously a strutured mesh is the best hoie. The mesh above z = 180mm
have been built from hexahedrons while the bottom part in the z-range from 0
to 180mm has been meshed with tetrahedrons. Figure 2.3 on the left shows
the unstrutured mesh on the plane z = 90mm. Jet tubes are positioned at
the white stripes. In gure 2.3 on the right a ross setion of the strutured
mesh on plane z = 500mm is shown.
Well behaving simulations are often based upon high quality meshes. The
quality has been heked with respet to the element aspet ratio in ase of
the unstrutured mesh and with respet to the minimum angle in ase of the
strutured mesh. The minimum aspet ratio has been fored to be above
0.4 while the minimum angle has been fored to exeed 30
◦
. Element size
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Figure 2.3: Unstrutured mesh on plane z = 90mm (left) and strutured
mesh on plane z = 500mm (right)
has to be adopted to the physial problem. Hene, simulations annot give
physially orret results in sales not being resolved by the mesh. Eets
based upon smaller sales an at maximum be as good as the related models
are.
A mesh onvergeny study has been performed to assure that results
alulated on a ertain mesh are independent from the mesh. The mesh has
been rened using half the mesh spaing in every diretion resulting in about
eight times the number of elements. The mesh has also been oarsened by
doubling the element size ending up with about one eighth of the number
of elements. Charateristi properties of the results must not dier more
than 20 perent from the results of the next oarser mesh. Results from the
oarse mesh shall dier more from results alulated on the medium mesh
than those performed on the ne mesh do. For results behaving in suh a
way, simulations are performed on the medium mesh (setion 3.4).
Table 2.2 names the maximum allowed element size for the oarse, the
medium and the ne mesh.
In the same manner, for transient simulations a time step onvergeny
study has been performed using the medium mesh. Results as shown in
setion 3.4 do not vary signiantly depending on time step variations. The
medium time step has been used for regular simulations. For the ombination
of time step and mesh size the Courant-Friedrihs-Lewy (CFL) ondition in
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Table 2.2: Maximum allowed element size on dened mesh areas in mm
mesh area oarse, ∆xc medium, ∆xm ne, ∆xf
inlet 10 5 2.5
interfae unstrutured 20 10 5
interfae strutured 14 7 3.5
jet tube wall 16 8 4
top 14 7 3.5
wall strutured 20 10 5
wall unstrutured 40 20 10
equation 2.66 has to be kept where u stands for the veloity magnitude, ∆t
for the time step and ∆x for the element size [38, 143, 131℄.
CFL =
u ·∆t
∆x
!
< 1 (2.66)
The CFL number relates the distane an innitesimally small uid ele-
ment moving with veloity u overs in the time ∆t with the element size ∆x.
The ondition ensures that no innitesimally small uid element overs more
than one element length per time step whih would entail physially invalid
results. The CFL ondition is suiently met using the medium time step.
2.11 Simulation Conditions
The multiphase ow is modeled using the Euler-Euler approah. For simpli-
ity the number of uids used depends upon the simulation type. Gravitational
aeleration g = 9.81 ms2 ats in negative z-diretion.
The rst uid is based on CFX's template for water. Cultivation broths
of yeast prodution are similar to watery systems exept for the surfae ten-
sion. Sine density and visosity do not signiantly hange during yeast
ultivations these values are assumed to be onstant, namely ̺α = 997
kg
m3
and ηα = 8.899 · 10−4 kgsm . The surfae tension oeient varies almost lin-
early between σ = 0.0735 kgs2 and σ = 0.04
kg
s2 . Surfae tension oeient has
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been set to σ = 0.0735 kgs2 at the beginning, to σ = 0.057
kg
s2 after six hours
and to σ = 0.04 kgs2 for ultivation times after 12 hours.
For simple uid dynamis simulations, there is only one gas phase with
the mean bubble diameter dβ = 5mm. For sequential o-simulations, the
gas phase is divided into three lasses diering in bubble size. Every lass is
assumed to onsist of equally sized bubbles. The harateristis are similar
to the CFX template for air. The most important dierene between the
lasses is their distint mean diameter, dβ,1 = 0.08m, dβ,2 = 0.003m and
dβ,3 = 0.0008m. The drag oeient cDβ,i is alulated using the Grae
drag model implemented in CFX with a volume fration orretion exponent
of 2 (equations 2.21 to 2.32) [37℄. This exponent aounts for bubble-bubble
interation espeially at higher gas holdup.
In ontrast to the template, the air density is a funtion of axial position
depending on the operation level and the overall volume mixture omposition.
For simpliation, it is assumed that the volume fration of all omponents
is onstant. Air density ̺β is implemented following equation 2.68.
̺β =
(p∞β + (̺α(1− rβ) + ̺βrβ)
RTβ
g(Hr − z))Mβ (2.67)
⇐⇒ ̺β =
(p∞β + ̺α(1− rβ)g(Hr − z))Mβ
RTβ − rβg(Hr − z)Mβ (2.68)
Here, rβ is the sum over the individual gas volume frations rβi and z the
oordinate in axial diretion starting at the ylinder bottom.
Simple uid dynamis simulations do not require the denitions of addi-
tional variables. For ombined simulations of uid dynamis and biologial
growth, transport equations for oxygen, yeast, ethanol and gluose are de-
ned. In order to redue the number of equations, the additional variables
are dened only in relevant phases. Oxygen obviously is dened in gas and
liquid while all other variables are dened in the liquid phase only.
A sub-domain is dened in CFX for delaration of these additional vari-
ables and the soure terms related to bubble indued turbulene. Diusion
oeients in the liquid and the gas are dened for alulation of oxygen
transport [52, 41, 150, 73℄.
Dα = 2.45 · 10−9 m
2
s
(2.69)
Dβ = 2 · 10−5 m
2
s
(2.70)
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The diusion oeients for ethanol and gluose in the liquid phase are
negleted for advetion playing the major role.
For a sequential o-simulation as desribed in hapter 6, the onentra-
tions of ethanol, gluose, oxygen and yeast have to be initialized at the be-
ginning of every CFX simulation. Initial values for following sequenes result
from simulations of biologial growth.
Turbulene in the liquid is modeled with the modied standard k-ε-model.
Gas phase turbulene is negleted. Bubble indued turbulene is onsidered
for the liquid phase. The used model simplies physis sine only gas inu-
enes the liquid via additional soure terms for the turbulene eddy dissipa-
tion and the turbulene kineti energy. The eets do not diretly inuene
bubble behavior. Eets of bubble indued turbulene are not taken into
aount for the bubble lass with smallest mean diameter.
The olumn is entirely lled with the uid mixture without a pure gas
phase at the olumn top. Consequently, the top surfae has to have a de-
gassing region where the gas phase only is allowed to leave the reator. This
region is needed for ontinuity reasons sine gas is owing ontinuously into
the ontrol volume. Moreover, the top surfae must have an overow region
where the liquid phase only an leave or enter the reator. This region is also
needed for ontinuity reasons espeially at the beginning of eah alulation
allowing the adjustment of the orret gas holdup.
An outlet boundary ondition with degassing option denes the degassing
region. Only gas an leave the ontrol volume over this region. For the liquid
phase this region behaves like a wall with free slip. Simulation pratie has
shown that it is a good hoie to set the diameter of the degassing region to
the 0.85fold of the olumn inner diameter [90℄.
A onentri annulus surrounds the degassing region. Modeled as an
opening it represents an innite reservoir of liquid with the same harateris-
tis as the adjaent liquid in the ontrol volume. For uid owing bak into
the domain the variable values are set to the area average of the variable over
the overow region. The applied relative pressure is the adjaent pressure
p = p∞.
Lines on the jet tubes enlosing all hole positions of the real system dene
the inlet area. A onentri annulus of the width of 30mm between the inlet
area and the ylinder jaket is onsidered not to be gassed. Coeients dene
the gassed area on the inlet area related to the number and density of holes.
Frations of the atual gassed area for eah lass are based on gas holdup
measurements [149℄.
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All lasses have the same inlet veloity perpendiular to the inlet surfae.
It is alulated via the superial gas veloity uβ0 = 0.034
m
s and the overall
gassed inlet surfae. Superial gas veloity is onstant for all simulations
and ultivations. The fration oeient for lass one is 0.45, for lass two
0.47 and for lass three 0.08. Water is not allowed to enter the domain via
this surfae. Initial relative gas holdup values are 0.025, 0.051 and 0.024 for
lasses one to three.
The ylinder jaket, the bottom and the rest of the jet tubes are dened
as walls. The wall is thought to be smooth. For ontat the volume fration
of the uids in adjaent elements is used. Water has the veloity zero at the
wall whereas gas slips freely. This aounts for the fat that generally the
wall is overed with a thin liquid lm.
Gas-liquid operation level is set to 1800mm for uid dynamis simula-
tions. For the ase of sequential o-simulation in this work, the operation
level starts with 1088mm and results in 1133mm, 1179mm and 1224mm
after six, twelve and eighteen hours, respetively. Inrease in operation level
is aused by substrate feed.
Simulations are performed in three dimensions and transient manner using
the ommerial ode CFX 11.0 by Ansys. Seond order bakward Euler
sheme is used for disretization in time. The high resolution sheme has
been used for advetion. The number of oeient loops is restrited to ve.
As onvergene riteria root mean square residuals (RMS) have been limited
to the upper residual target 10−4.
The transient time step is set to ∆t = 0.005 s. Thus, average CFL num-
bers are signiantly below one. Sine a fully impliit method is used, the
CFL ondition does not have stritly to be hold for every single element in
order to obtain physially reliable results.
Chapter 3
Fluid Veloity in
Measurement and
Simulation
3.1 Measurement Tehniques
Veloity measurement gives basi knowledge about ow harateristis. This
knowledge is fundamental for optimizing systems and proesses. It is also of
great importane for validation of simulated veloity elds.
In multiphase ows veloity measurement of dierent phases is diult
sine physial eets used for measurements in single phase systems often are
disturbed. In gas-liquid two-phase ows with transparent phases gas bubbles
give an impression of the ow. At the same time this impression an be
absolutely wrong with respet to motion of the ontinuous phase. This is
why reliable measurement tehniques must give information about distint
phase veloities.
Available tehniques are subdivided into invasive and non-invasive. Non-
invasive tehniques do normally not inuene the ow. Most of these teh-
niques are based on optial eets whih is why they are restrited to almost
transparent uids with relatively low dispersed phase holdups. Therefore,
ommon problems often require use of invasive tehniques.
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The interferene between measurement systems and the ow depends
upon the probe geometry and size. These parameters deide about the mea-
surement volume and about the ahievable resolution. Espeially for loal
information about turbulent measures the probe size beomes important. In
this work, average veloity information is suient, allowing the use of rela-
tively large probe geometries.
Flow diretion reognition is one of the most important requirements for
transient ows where mesosopi and marosopi ow diretion utuate. In
suh ases measurement tehniques have to be stable with respet to hanges
in diretion but also have to reognize the diretion. Tehniques where the
ow diretion has to be known up-front are not of muh use for appliation to
transient ows. Problemati inident ow diretions often ause signiant
deviations [6℄.
Invasive probes have to be mehanially robust in order to be applied to
a wide range of ases. It is ommon sense that multiphase ows stress any
type of probe at elevated level.
3.1.1 Non-invasive Measurement Tehniques
Non-invasive measurement tehniques are generally based on partile trak-
ing. Traer partiles have to be added whih perfetly follow the ow without
inuening it.
The rst methods have been based on simple trajetory observation of
added partiles. Reent methods use uoresent partiles and imaging teh-
niques to analyze the trajetories [33, 149℄. In general these partile traking
(PT) tehniques are good for qualitative ow eld desription.
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) gives a point measure of the uid
veloity sine the measurement volume is relatively small. Two oherent
monohrome laser beams of the same intensity interset in the measurement
volume with a small angle. Interferene patterns with stripes parallel to
the bisetor arise from intersetion. Partiles moving perpendiular to the
stripes in the plane spanned by the laser beams satter the light and mod-
ulate the frequeny of the interferene pattern. The modulated frequeny is
proportional to the partile veloity and onsequently to the uid veloity.
A alibration of this system is not required [104℄.
Appliation of LDA to bubble olumns is restrited to measuring depth of
some entimeters and very low gas holdups [20, 83, 95, 12℄. These restritions
in multiphase ow have been theoretially and pratially onstituted. The
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main problem with optial methods in multi-phase ow are disturbanes by
the dispersed phase. Basi simulations have shown almost 100% signal dis-
turbane for bubbles of some millimeters in diameter, an overall gas holdup
of only 3% and a measuring depth of 0.2m. Certainly, LDA in its basi
form is not suitable for uid veloity measurements in realisti multiphase
problems [28℄.
Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV) gives ow eld information on a plane.
A light sheet is spanned at the setion of interest. For the light sheet mainly
laser systems are applied. Small traer partiles following perfetly the uid
ow satter the light and an be deteted with imaging tehniques normal
to the spanned plane. The movement of partile lusters is analyzed in fol-
lowing images [19℄. As a result, the measurement resolution depends upon
the seleted setion size. Sine partile lusters are traked instead of single
partiles, this method averages loally.
The method has similar problems as LDA. The gas holdup is restrited to
very little perentage. Aordingly, possible measurement depths are some
entimeters [33, 85℄. Moreover, up-front to every analysis, bubbles have to
be extrated from the images in order to get reliable information about the
ow veloity. This tehnique is interesting for speial researh problems suh
as ow around single bubbles or bubble indued ow phenomena [87℄. For
most realisti multiphase problems the PIV tehnique is not appliable.
A developed add-on method is alled Partile Traking Veloimetry (PTV).
Not only partile lusters for liquid ow measurement are analyzed but also
dispersed phase veloity [19℄. The analysis of the liquid phase veloity is
followed by the analysis of the dispersed phase veloity. Three dimensional
trajetories and related veloities an be determined by appliation of stereo
tehniques [132℄. The problems stay the same as reported for PIV wherefore
this method is not of major interest.
In addition there are some radioative measurement tehniques simular to
PIV. Even though these methods have less problems with high phase holdups
they are in disadvantage beause of related restritions in use and ost [22℄.
3.1.2 Invasive Measurement Tehniques
Invasive tehniques use for example onvetive heat and mass transfer or liq-
uid phase momentum to detet uid veloities. There are also partile trak-
ing based methods following their non-invasive parental tehniques. Invasive
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probes always interat with the ow eld and ause systemati measurement
errors.
The most traditional probe types are pitot tubes and related probes.
They generally measure the total pressure in relation to the stati pressure.
So, the dynami pressure is determined whih is proportional to the veloity
squared. These probes measure veloity omponents normal to the probe
head but lak the information of diretion. The main ow diretion has to
be known up-front whih is unrealisti for transient multiphase ows.
In order to aount for the ow diretion, multi-hole probes have been
developed. After alibration, this probe type additionally gives the ow di-
retion. Notwithstanding, the allowed angle of inident ow is restrited to
about 90 degrees [98, 26℄.
A momentum based approah uses turbine type anemometers. These
anemometers originate from wind tunnel measurements where the ow di-
retion is known. In multiphase ows average ow veloities of the mixture
are measured. The tehnique resolves only very low frequenies due to ating
inertia fores while aelerating [56℄.
Heat transfer based systems are the Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA) and
the Hot-Film Anemometry (HFA). Metal probes are eletrially heated. Ei-
ther the temperature or the urrent is held onstant. The orretion is a
measure for the onvetive heat transport and thus, for the uid veloity.
Sine dierent phases have dierent heat transport harateristis, with some
restritions the method is also appliable to phase holdup detetion [26℄.
For three dimensional measurements two general probe types are avail-
able. Hot-wire based multi-wire probes orrelate information of dierent
wires in order to extrat diretional information. In ontrast, hot-lm based
split-lm probes orrelate information of two or more separated lms on a sin-
gle wire to determine the magnitude and the diretion of the veloity vetor.
There are many other probe ongurations espeially based on hot-lms.
While multi-wire probes are very restrited with respet to the inident
ow diretion, split-lm probes an easily be used in transient ows having
very good angular harateristis [56, 28℄. Problems with this tehnique arise
from two-dimensional alibration and three-dimensional measurements. The
probe size restrits the resolution [7, 28℄. Turbulent measures an be taken
up to very high frequenies and relatively small sales [61, 60℄. The tehnique
does not depend upon optial density and thus works well in many pratial
solutions. Beause of the thin wires most probes are mehanially weak.
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Similar to HWA and HFA but measuring onvetive mass transport there
is a tehnique alled Eletro Diusion Measurement (EDM). Three or more
wires are arranged to form a ylinder with irular ross setion. The wires
are isolated from eah other. A not isolated end part of the formed ylinder
builds up the ative probe. The probes show good angular harateristis.
Their size exeeds the size of HFA probes and entails a oarser resolution.
Frequeny resolution is signiantly oarser in omparison to HFA beause
the tehnique is based on mass transport. The most important disadvantage
is the requirement of eletrolytes. Eletrolytes hange the measuring system.
Major problems with probe aging have been reported. After all, EDM probes
are heap and easy to handle. Their appliability for multiphase ow systems
has in onlusion not been reported [104℄.
Ultrasoni Doppler Anemometry (UDA) has the same working priniple
as LDA. Instead of added partiles, bubbles reet the sound of interfering
ultrasoni sound waves in a modulated manner [76℄. The tehnique is inde-
pendent of liquid transpareny. Under some assumptions, liquid veloity is
alulated from gas veloities using the slip veloity [66℄. Depending on the
probes, this tehnique is limited to relatively small dispersed phase holdups.
A further development of the LDA tehnique for high disperse phase
holdups and every needed measuring depth has been done by ombining the
lassial LDA tehnique with a ber optial system. The method is alled
Fiber Laser Doppler Anemometry (F-LDA) [28℄. As a reent variation the
Multi Mode Fiber Laser Doppler Anemometry (MMF-LDA) has been re-
ported. The Fiber LDA methods ombine the advantages of the LDA and
those of an invasive measurement tehnique.
One of the most reent developments in ow veloity measurements is
the Laser Cantilever Anemometry (LCA). This measurement tehnique is
based on the working priniple of an atomi fore mirosope [7℄. A laser
measures the tip deetion of a small antilever beam. The tip deetion
is proportional to the ow veloity squared. Very high frequenies an be
measured. The system does not have sensitivity restritions suh as HFA
has [7℄. Generally LCA an determine the ow diretion even though the
reported probe shows good measurement results only for inident ow from
one side [6℄. Laser Cantilever Anemometry systems are not ommerially
available yet.
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3.2 Pressure Probe for Veloity Measurement
Pressure probes as part of the invasive measurement tehniques are widely
applied in veloity measurement due to their simple and robust design. They
are known to give preise results [98℄. In literature three dierent types of
pressure probes are mentioned for appliation in multiphase ow systems.
The simplest type is a pitot tube with one hole to measure total pressure
[62, 70℄. The stati pressure has to be measured or known for determination
of hydrodynami pressure and veloity. For little impat pitot tubes shall be
as thin as possible [22℄.
The seond type is a modied pitot tube alled Pavlov tube [77℄. A tube
is positioned aross the reator ross setion. Two little holes in the surfae
turned about 90 ◦ and separated from eah other inside the tube, measure the
pressure. One of the holes has to be oriented opposing the ow diretion of
interest. The pressure dierene is assumed to represent the dynami portion
of the total pressure.
The third type are multi-hole probes [98, 22℄. These probes arrange a
ertain number of holes around a entral one. Multi-hole probes an be used
in two ways. First, the probe may be turned in the ow suh that all sur-
rounding holes measure the same pressure. It is assumed that the entral hole
then faes the main ow diretion and diretly measures the total pressure.
Seond, the probe is positioned in a known manner. Correlations between
adjaent holes allow for alulation of veloity magnitude and diretion [22℄.
Multi-hole probes are appliable in a ertain one of inident ow diretion
only.
Pressure measurement in multiphase ow systems has three important
aspets. Bubble movement disturbs measurement and gives rise to higher
values than expeted [22℄. This is why a orretion fator depending on gas
holdup has been suggested.
Probe shafts and mountings have to be as sti as possible in order to
redue probe bending and related measurement errors [22℄. Probes mounted
on two sides of a reator as well as metal shafts an suiently redue the
related error.
Furthermore, bubbles must not penetrate the inside of the measuring sys-
tem sine gas ompressibility entails signiant measuring error. Drainage
systems with either onstant drainage ow or drainage pulses before mea-
surements guarantee gas free systems [77℄. A pulse is always to be preferred
beause of redued ow disturbane during measurement [22℄.
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Figure 3.1: Cross setional view of the pressure probe, measures in mm
Simpliity and robustness of the Pitot tube have been substantial argu-
ments for the appliation. Reator design does not allow probe dimensions
as generally suggested [98℄. The probe design is shown in gure 3.1. The
outer steel tube provides shaft stiness. The inner polymethylmetarylate
(PMMA) tube is lled with water. It onnets the inside of the reator with
an inlined tube manometer.
The inlined tube manometer eetively measures pressure (gure 3.2).
The inlined tube resolves pressure measurement depending on the inlination
angle. Here, a resolution fator of 3.6 follows the inlination angle of αp =
16 ◦. Inertia fores inrease respond times. Resolution in time is dereased
and averaged values an be taken only. Fluid ows into or out of the probe
with hanging pressure. Small hole diameters derease resolution in time. At
the same time, the diameter has to be small in order to hinder bubbles from
penetration.
Pitot tubes are appliable as long as visosity eets are negligible sine
the Bernoulli equation is limited to this region [50℄. Equation 3.1 denes the
probe Reynolds number Rep:
Rep =
̺αUdp
ηα
!
> 100 Ekelmann [50] (3.1)
Where ̺α is the liquid density, dp the relevant probe outer diameter, U
is the veloity magnitude and ηα the dynami visosity. With U = 0.2
m
s
and dp = 0.005m the probe Reynolds number beomes Rep ≈ 1000. Thus,
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Figure 3.2: Pressure probe and inlined tube manometer
the method is appliable. Total pressure is overestimated for smaller probe
Reynolds numbers.
In turbulent ows, pressure utuations ause overestimated total pres-
sure [50℄. Turbulene intensity Tu is dened in equation 3.2. For jet ows,
it ranges between 30 and 60%. Turbulene intensity of multiphase ows in
bubble olumns is assumed to range in the lower levels of jets, thus, about
30%.
Tu =
√
u′2
U
(3.2)
With a maximal mean veloity omponent of about U = 0.3 ms , the utu-
ating omponent beomes u′ = 0.09 ms . Equation 3.3 estimates the maximum
error due to turbulene ξ [50℄.
ξ =
1
2
· ̺αu
′2
2
(3.3)
The ratio of maximum error due to measurements with a pitot tube in
turbulent ows to the minimal measured mean veloity of about 0.1 ms and
the related dynami pressure of 5 kgs2m , is given by
ξ
̺αU2
2
=
2.025 kgs2m
5 kgs2m
= 0.405 (3.4)
In sum, liquid veloity measurement results with a pitot tube in the bub-
ble olumn deviate at maximum about 40%.
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Pressure dierene measurements are not appliable in multiphase sys-
tems with a pitot tube beause the transient ow does not allow for stati
pressure measurement with holes ommonly positioned on the side of the
probe shaft. This also holds true for stati pressure probes at the reator
wall. Eletri devies for total pressure measurement have far too low reso-
lution for appliation in watery systems sine the ratio of dynami to stati
pressure is very low. At the present time, no devie is known with suient
resolution and range for watery multiphase ow.
With the measures dened in gure 3.2, the veloity omponent in normal
diretion to the probe opening an be alulated by equation 3.5. Soures
of error may result from unertainties measuring the heights hm and Hm as
well as the gas holdup rβ .
u = ±
√
2
̺α
(hm̺αg −Hm (̺α(1− rβ) + ̺βrβ) g) (3.5)
Pitot tubes have to oppose the diretion of ow in order to work properly.
The design shown in gure 3.1 almost measures without error for inident ow
diretions with angles up to±20 ◦ [98℄. In turbulent ows, the ow diretion is
not neessarily known or hanges diretion in an unknown transient manner.
For bubble olumns, a time averaged ow eld is well known with up-ow in
the enter and down-ow near the wall. Thus, average veloity on a radial
prole shows a sign hange measuring from the enter in radial diretion. As
a onsequene, the probe opening must fae downwards in the enter and
upwards in the wall region. The eduated guess about the position of sign
hange adds another unertainty to this method.
3.3 Measured Veloity Proles
Veloity proles have been measured with the pressures probe (setion 3.2)
and with the strain gauge antilever probe (setion A).
Even though time averaged veloity proles are generally referred to being
axial symmetri [136, 28, 70℄, literature often also reports asymmetry [28, 66℄.
This may be aused by an angle between the reator axis and diretion of
gravitational aeleration, due to the gassing system. Assuming symmetry,
some researhers only measure on half plane. Other researhers symmetrize
the measured proles [66℄. Results of this work are presented as asymmetri
as measured.
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Veloity proles have been measured in parallel to the jet tubes axes
on the enter plane of the reator. The levels are speied in gure 2.1.
The distane between two measurement points in radial diretion has been
20mm. Eah position has been measured twie with the probe normal vetor
in parallel to the reator axis.
For all tting positions a slightly asymmetri radial veloity prole has
been determined. Values taken on the half-plane opposing the ttings are
slightly higher than those taken on the half-plane of the ttings. The proles
for levels 900mm and 1120mm are shown in gures 3.3 and 3.4. At both
levels, harateristis of the measured proles are similar.
Measurements taken with the strain gauge antilever probe are shown
in gures A.10 and A.11 in hapter A. Values show the orret order of
magnitude but dier signiantly from other measurement and simulation
results. The strain gauge antilever probe has to be arefully reviewed and
tested in order to be used for reliable measurement appliations. Espeially
the probe size may be redued in order to enhane spatial resolution.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 also show experimental results from literature, taken
0.6m above the gas distributor. Assuming validity of this omparison, both,
measured and simulated results agree well with literature [67, 77℄. Other well
known orrelations as those by Ueyama and Miyauhi [136℄ and Zehner [151℄
also onrm these results.
3.4 Simulated Veloity Proles
For instane, simulated proles for simple ow simulations without sequential
oupling are shown in gures 3.3 and 3.4. As mentioned in setion 2.10, a
grid onvergeny study as well as a time step onvergeny study have been
performed. Comparing entral or maximal axial veloity omponents, it an
be seen that results for the hosen time steps ∆tc = 0.01 s, ∆tm = 0.005 s
and ∆tf = 0.0025 s do not signiantly dier. Either of the time steps is
aeptable in this ase. ∆tm has been hosen for regular simulations beause
of CFL ondition.
In ontrast, grid onvergeny shows signiant dierenes between results
alulated on the dierent grids. Results on the oarse grid underestimate
the maximum axial veloity by more than 30%. Near wall veloities even
dier about 50%. On the ontrary, the medium grid results in deviations
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∆xm, ∆tm = 0.005 s
∆xm, ∆tc = 0.01 s
∆xm, ∆tf = 0.0025 s
∆xc, ∆tm = 0.005 s
∆xf , ∆tm = 0.005 s
pressure probe
[67℄
Figure 3.3: Measured and simulated veloity proles at vertial position
z = 900mm, for positions and oordinates see gure 2.1, for mesh sizes see
table 2.2
about 13%. In onlusion, grid and time step onvergeny studies suggest
the use of the medium grid ∆xm and the medium time step ∆tm.
Contour plots on planes x = 0 and y = 0 in gure 3.5 visualize the ow
eld. The gure shows the time averaged axial liquid veloity omponent.
Up-ow and down-ow regions are obvious. Jet tubes generate an adjaent
ow eld without major onits between up- and down-ow in ontrast to
lassi gassing systems as plate spargers at the bottom.
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∆xm, ∆tm = 0.005 s
∆xm, ∆tc = 0.01 s
∆xm, ∆tf = 0.0025 s
∆xc, ∆tm = 0.005 s
∆xf , ∆tm = 0.005 s
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Figure 3.4: Measured and simulated veloity proles at vertial position
z = 1120mm, for positions and oordinates see gure 2.1, for mesh sizes see
table 2.2
Measured and simulated results show satisfatory agreement in total. Due
to many aspets of the applied tehniques and systems, the quality of mea-
surements does not allow to pointwise ompare veloity proles. Spatial
resolution of the probe and of the related simulation grid dier. Moreover,
two-dimensional measurements may not be suient for detailed validation
sine slight inlination of the olumn auses signiant hanges in results.
Dierenes inrease with inreasing distane from the sparging system.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated axial liquid veloity on planes x = 0 and y = 0, for
positions and oordinates gure 2.1
The ow simulations of the reator are meant to validate the method
espeially in terms of resolution in spae and time. It is assumed that hanges
applied to the models for sequential o-simulation do not substantially hange
relevant results. That being the ase, ow harateristis of sequential o-
simulations have not expliitly been validated.
Chapter 4
Growth Model
4.1 Saharomyes erevisiae
Yeast speies suh as Saharomyes erevisiae grow under aerobi and anaer-
obi growth onditions produing new biomass. The major objetive in
baker's yeast prodution is the prodution of ative and stable yeast ells.
Ativity means the ability to produe arbon dioxide under anaerobi ondi-
tions espeially in a dough.
There are three ways for yeast to produe biomass, namely oxidative
growth on gluose or on ethanol and redutive growth on gluose [106℄. Re-
dutive growth is also referred to as fermentation. Equations 4.1 to 4.3
desribe the stoihiometry [127℄. Equations 4.1 and 4.3 represent oxidative
growth while equation 4.2 represents redutive growth.
C6H12O6 + a ·O2 + b · nx · NH3 −→ (4.1)
b · C1HhxOoxNnx + c · CO2 + d ·H2O
C6H12O6 + g · nx · NH3 −→ (4.2)
g · C1HhxOoxNnx + h · CO2 + i · H2O+ j ·C2H6O
C2H6O+ k ·O2 + l · nx · NH3 −→ (4.3)
l · C1HhxOoxNnx + m · CO2 + n · H2O
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Biomass is represented by the formula C1HhxOoxNnx in the equations
4.1 to 4.3. The terms hx, ox and nx as well as the moleular weight are
alulated from elementary analysis.
Some yeast speies are sensitive to gluose onentration [106℄. This sen-
sitivity is expressed under aerobi onditions in a hange from pure oxidative
growth to an oxido-redutive growth where equations 4.1 and 4.2 are applied.
This state is termed respiratory bottlenek. Even though there is no limita-
tion with respet to oxygen, gluose annot purely be used on the oxidative
path. Gluose onentrations of about S = 0.04 gL and above are metabolized
in the oxido-redutive manner and ethanol is produed [106℄.
The eet is also known as gluose eet, overowmetabolism [127℄, Crab-
tree eet or as atabolite repression [106℄. Respiratory apaity is not the
fundamental reason for the eet [140℄. Sonnleitner and Käppeli [127℄ pro-
pose the terms oxidative growth for equation 4.1, oxido-redutive growth for
equations 4.1 and 4.3 and redutive growth for equation 4.2. In presene of
ethanol, undesired oxygen from gluose oxidation an be oxidized via equa-
tion 4.3. Thus, the latter equation an be applied to the oxidative and the
oxido-redutive growth.
Sine the overow metabolism in ultivations is very ommon, there is a
need for models reeting this eet. In this work, an unstrutured kineti
model has been used [106℄. Details about the model are given in setion
4.2. Biomass and ethanol prodution as well as gluose, ethanol and oxygen
onsumption are onsidered for alulating the onentrations of biomass,
gluose, ethanol and oxygen. The model also aounts for ethanol inhibition
on the maximum respiration apaity of yeast. Some additions and modia-
tions adjust the model to the speial needs for use in a ombined simulation
of uid dynamis and biologial growth. Biomass is assumed to be of the
general omposition CH1.82O0.58N0.16 [13, 127℄.
4.2 Kineti Growth Model
The kineti growth model is based upon the work by Pham et al. [106℄.
Model desription is based on gluose uptake and onsumption sine this is
known as the main substrate and inhibiting material in the onsidered growth
of Saharomyes erevisiae. The model desription follows in general the
order of implementation in Matlab and Simulink. For denitions of model
onstants, parameters and initial values see table B.1.
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Following Monod kinetis, the gluose uptake rate is dened as qs onsid-
ering a lag time tL.
qs = qs,max
S
S +Ks
(
1− e− ttL
)
(4.4)
In the same manner the ritial gluose uptake rate is dened with Scrit
instead of S.
qs,crit = qs,max
Scrit
Scrit +Ks
(
1− e− ttL
)
(4.5)
The ratio of the gluose uptake rate qs and the ritial gluose uptake
rate qs,crit dene the portions of the gluose uptake rate used for oxidative
and fermentative yeast growth.
qs ≤ qs,crit =⇒
{
qsox = qs
qsf = 0
(4.6)
qs > qs,crit =⇒
{
qsox = qs,crit
qsf = qs − qs,crit (4.7)
Gluose taken up for oxidative growth is divided into one portion for
anabolism and one for energy metabolism. qm = 0.01
g
gh is the gluose uptake
rate for maintenane.
qsoxan = (qsox − qm)Yxsox
Cx
Cs
(4.8)
qsoxen = qsox − qsoxan (4.9)
Oxygen uptake rate for gluose oxidation reads as follows.
qO2s = qsoxenYos (4.10)
The oxygen uptake rate for gluose oxidation obviously annot exeed the
maximum spei oxygen uptake rate whih is the onept of a bottlenek.
qO2s
!≤ qO2,max (4.11)
The limit desribed in equation 4.11 with onsideration of ethanol inhibi-
tion is implemented as follows. If the oxygen uptake rate exeeds the speied
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limit, the rate is set to the limit proportionally reduing the gluose uptake
rate for oxidative growth qsoxan and qsoxen.
qO2s > qO2,max
(
Ki
Ki + E
)
=⇒ qO2s = qO2,max
(
Ki
Ki + E
)
(4.12)
qO2s ≤ qO2,max
(
Ki
Ki + E
)
=⇒ qO2s = qO2s (4.13)
Proportional redution of qsoxan and qsoxen does not have to be imple-
mented. With equation 4.12 results are the same. Nevertheless, the method
is desribed in short. If inequation 4.12 is true, the ratio of both sides of the
inequation is dened as redution fator fp,red. Then by denition the fator
is greater than one.
fp,red =
qO2s
qO2,max
(4.14)
qsoxan =
qsoxan
fp,red
(4.15)
qsoxen =
qsoxen
fp,red
(4.16)
qeen is the maximum ethanol onsumption rate for energy metabolism.
qeen =
qO2,max − qO2s
Yoe
E
E +Ke
(4.17)
The overall oxygen uptake rate is made up of the oxygen uptake rates for
gluose and ethanol oxidation respetively.
qO2 = qO2s + qeenYoe (4.18)
The overall ethanol uptake rate qec and ethanol uptake rate for anabolism
qean are dened in equations 4.19 and 4.20. In equation 4.21 this system of
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equations is solved for qean.
qec = qeen + qean (4.19)
qean = qecYxe
Cx
Ce
(4.20)
qean = qeen
YxeCx
Ce − YxeCx (4.21)
qec does not have to be limited to the atual ethanol onentration sine
equation 4.17 automatially limits the uptake rate.
It remains to alulate the fermentative part. In analogy to the oxidative
part, it will be distinguished between anabolism and energy metabolism. The
gluose uptake rate for the fermentative part is the dierene between the
overall gluose uptake rate and the gluose uptake rate for the oxidative part.
qsf = qs − qsox (4.22)
Gluose uptake rate for the fermentative anabolism reads as follows.
qsfan = qsfYxsf
Cx
Cs
(4.23)
The gluose uptake rate for fermentative energy metabolism is dened as
qsfen = qsf − qsfan (4.24)
Equation 4.24 allows to alulate the ethanol prodution rate qep.
qep = qsf enYes (4.25)
The spei growth rate µ is alulated as a ombination of both, the
oxidative and the fermentative part of the model.
µ = (qsox − qm)Yxsox + qsfYxsf + qecYxe (4.26)
In equation 4.26 the rst summand represents the growth due to oxidative
growth on gluose, the seond summand stands for the fermentative growth
on gluose and the third onstitutes the yeast growth due to ethanol oxida-
tion.
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4.3 Mass Balanes
The mass balane is a set of ordinary dierential equations. Eah equation
for the dierent variables is of the following form.
dvar
dt
= varp − varc (4.27)
var is a spei but arbitrary variable, varp is the prodution and varc the
onsumption term. In Matlab notation only the right hand side of equation
4.27 is written down. Matlab solver interprets these equations aordingly.
The mass balane equations for ethanol, oxygen, gluose, yeast mass and
the volume follow are given in equations 4.28 to 4.32. Symbols with asterisk
have the units of mass. Symbols without asterisk have units of mass density.
dE∗
dt
=
dE · V
dt
= (qep − qec)XV (4.28)
dO∗
dt
=
dO · V
dt
= (qO2,in − qO2X)V (4.29)
dS∗
dt
=
dS · V
dt
= (qs,in − qsX)V (4.30)
dX∗
dt
=
dX · V
dt
= µXV (4.31)
dV
dt
=
qs,inV
Sin
(4.32)
Following the exponential growth to a ertain level, the gluose feed fun-
tion is given by equation 4.33. Sin is the gluose onentration in the feed.
qs,inV = min(qs,in,0V e
0.3t; qs,in,maxV ) (4.33)
The oxygen input rate qO2,in is alulated from mass transfer desription
introdued in setion 2.8. The onept of o-simulation requires oxygen mass
transfer to be alulated in both, the uid dynamis module and the biologial
growth module.
Equations 4.28 to 4.32 are solved by the Simulink integrator blok. This
blok integrates a funtion u(t) over a speied interval ]t0; t[ onsidering the
initial onditions y0.
y(t) =
∫ t
t0
u(t)dt+ y0 (4.34)
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An expliit Runge-Kutta method with the Darmand-Prine pair (4, 5)
implemented in Matlab as funtion ode45 is used to solve the mass balanes.
This solver is an one step solver where only the latest solution is used for
omputing the next. The step size is variable. The relative tolerane is set
to 1 · 10−4. The absolute tolerane as well as the maximum, the minimum
and the initial step size are automatially determined by Matlab.
4.4 Struture of the Implemented Model
For implementation in Matlab/Simulink the model is strutured as shown in
gure 4.1. Simulink is a blok based environment. Therefore, models may
be learly strutured while bloks represent subsystems of the model.
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Figure 4.1: Model struture as implemented in Matlab/Simulink
Setion 4.2 desribes the kinetis blok in detail while setion 4.3 gives
aess to the mass balane blok. This blok also ontains the mass transfer
as desribed in setion 2.8. Bloks onstants and initialize in general over
table B.1. The integrate blok solves equations 4.28 to 4.32. The alulation
from masses to mass onentrations is performed in the onentration blok.
For use in sequential o-simulations and for postproessing, the bloks
store and visualize respetively store and visualize simulation results.
Chapter 5
Cultivation of Yeast
5.1 Type of Cultivation
Yeast may be ultivated in the ontinuous, the bath and in the fed-bath
mode. Baker's yeast is industrially produed in the fed-bath mode. This is
why the method has been the same for the experiments.
Solved oxygen onentration serves as ontrol parameter. In the presene
of gluose or ethanol and oxygen yeast grows oxidatively. Solved oxygen on-
entration dereases. When substrate onentration is signiantly redued
yeast growth slows down and the solved oxygen onentration rises. At this
point, the ontrol mehanism is initiated.
Every time the solved oxygen onentration exeeds a speied level,
medium is fed into the reator. The ontroller behaves proportionally. Con-
sequently, setting a low ritial level is the only way to inrease the overall
performane holding the yeast ulture at a high growth rate and pure oxida-
tive growth.
5.2 Experimental Setup
The reator is a PMMA tube with irular ross setion area as desribed in
setion 2.9. Figure 2.1 shows system geometry and measures.
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Figure 5.1: Reator uid ow sheme, system boundary as dashed line
The numbers of the following list refer to gure 5.1. The dashed line
marks the boundary of the system. Used devies are listed in the appendix
C.1.
1. Reservoir with ompressed air
2. Pressure redution valve
3. Manometer
4. Variable area ow meter
5. Stop valve gas inlet
6. Gassing system, jet tubes
7. Reator
8. Stop valve anti foam agent inlet
9. Anti foam agent ontainer
10. Gas drier
11. O2 probe
12. CO2 probe
13. Medium pump
14. Medium ontainer on a sale
15. Alkaline solution pump
16. Alkaline solution ontainer
17. Cooling and heating iruit
pump
18. Heat exhanger
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19. Seondary ooling and heating
iruit pump and ontrol
20. Stop valve sampling outlet
21. Stop valve reator outlet
22. Thermometer
23. pH probe and ontrol
24. pO2 probe and ontrol
5.3 Cultivation Experiment
The Cultivation experiment has been performed in order to generally hek
the validity of the growth model. Researh in yeast growth has extensively
been reported in literature wherefore ultivation in this work has been re-
dued to the neessary sope. At this stage of development of the sequential
o-simulation, the omparison with a single ultivation has been assessed as
being suient. Parameters have not been varied.
The initial and the feed medium omposition are given in setion C.2. In
omparison to the feed medium, the initial medium for the reator has some
redued onentrations. The gluose onentration for example is redued
to 2 g per liter sine signiantly higher onentrations ause prodution of
ethanol. The pH value is ontrolled to the value of 5 by adequate feed of
5 molar NaOH. Temperature is ontrolled to maintain the level of 30 ◦C.
Foam generation is hindered by manually adding anti foam agent Uolub
N115. Sine anti foam agents diminish mass transfer, the addition has to be
minimized only adding on demand.
During ultivation the pH value, the solved oxygen onentration pO2, the
o gas oxygen and arbon dioxide onentration as well as temperature are
measured. Information about the solved oxygen onentration is of speial
interest beause it diretly relates to the atual state of ultivation in terms of
being aerobi or anaerobi. 0.05 L samples have been taken every 15 minutes
without lling up the volume. The related error is negleted.
The reator is lled with water and aerated at onstant superial gas
veloity uβ0 = 0.034
m
s 24 hours before a ultivation. This preliminary run
serves for alibration of the o gas measurement instruments. Superial gas
veloity is onstant for all simulations and ultivations. The o gas is ooled
and dried.
Diretly before the ultivation starts initial onentrations of salts, glu-
ose, vitamins and trae elements in the medium are adjusted. Yeast sus-
pended in 5 L water initializes the ultivation as inoulum. In order to a-
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limatize the yeast to aerobi growth onditions medium feed is set onstant
to 0.6 Lh for ten to twelve hours. During this period only spot hek samples
are taken. After that, the atual ultivation starts with the pO2 ontrolled
feed.
5.4 Sample Analysis
Devies and methods for sample analysis are listed in detail in setion C.3.
From every sample, 2mL have been ltered and deep-freezed at −18 ◦C for
later analysis with high performane liquid hromatography (HPLC). With
HPLC gluose and ethanol onentration have been determined. A seond
2mL sample has been ltered and heated for 10 minutes at 94 ◦C. Sine the
medium has not been heat sterilized, the heating is neessary to fast adjust
the mutarotation equilibrium. After ooling, the gluose onentration has
been enzymatially measured with an analyzer (setion C.3).
Biomass dry weight onentration has also been determined in two ways.
First, optial density has been measured with values ranging from 0.2 to 0.8
with a sample in a miro uvette using 600 nm wave length. The values for
optial density ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 orresponding to dilutions of a hun-
dredth. Seond, 40mL samples have been taken in a 50mL entrifuge tube.
The entrifuge tubes have been dried 24 hours at 100 ◦C and weighted. The
taken samples are entrifuged at 10, 000 · g for ten minutes. After deant-
ing the water and washing these probes with 15mL demineralized water,
they have been entrifuged another ten minutes at 10, 000 · g. The deanted
samples in the entrifuge tubes have been dried at 100 ◦C for 48 hours and
afterwards weighted.
5.5 Cultivation Report
Yeast has been ultivated over 18 hours. The substrate feed has been pO2
ontrolled. Thus, the feed prole is self-adjusted. A pure growth simulation
has been arried out to ompare with the ultivation results. Model param-
eters diering from those given in table B.1 are given in table C.1. Sine
biomass prodution is the main goal in baker's yeast industry, analysis of
results is foused on orret simulation of biomass dry weight onentration.
Figure 5.2 shows the results for biomass dry weight onentration for ul-
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Figure 5.2: Biomass dry weight onentration in fed-bath ultivation and
growth simulation at 30 ◦C, uβ0 = 0.034
m
s
tivation and simulation. The predition of the simulation is good. During
the last eight hours the simulation over-predits the biomass onentration
about 6%.
In gure 5.3 the substrate feed proles for ultivation and simulation
are ompared. The feed rate for the simulation has been set aording to the
measured feed rate and the feed funtion (equation 4.33).
Simulation and ultivation of the overall reation volume given in gure
5.4 have to agree, sine an inrease in volume in the simulation is diretly
aeted by the given substrate feed rate and the feed onentration. The
maximum deviation is less than one perent.
Gluose onentration proles in gure 5.5 are simular but deviate in
their absolute value. Neither of the applied measurement tehniques has
given reliable results for gluose onentration. Deviation is partially aused
by elevated levels of salt onentration. The denite reason for the deviation
has not been found. It is of minor importane in this ase sine biomass
dry weight onentration has very well been predited and overall model
performane is reasonable.
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Figure 5.3: Substrate feed in ultivation and growth simulation at 30 ◦C,
uβ0 = 0.034
m
s , feed fun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Figure 5.5: Gluose onentration in fed-bath ultivation and growth sim-
ulation at 30 ◦C, uβ0 = 0.034
m
s
In ontrast to gluose onentration, the measured solved oxygen onen-
trations are muh more reliable (gure 5.6). The solved oxygen onen-
tration is signiantly below the saturation onentration for air in water.
Exept from some peaks in the measured prole, the values remain onstant
during the entire ultivation. Absolute deviations of simulated values proba-
bly result from unertainties in the model of oxygen mass transfer. This may
also be the major reason for deviations of simulation results. The use of the
orret bubble diameters is required in order to ahieve optimal models.
Growth as well as uid dynamis are diretly inuened by bubble size.
Model sensitivity with respet to hanges in bubble size are disussed in the
following paragraphs. Deviations in bubble size may either be represented
by larger or by smaller bubble diameters.
Modeling bubbles with smaller diameters, the average rise veloity and
indued liquid veloity derease while dispersed phase volume fration and
interphase area density inrease. On the ontrary, modeling bubbles with
larger diameters results in inreasing rise and liquid veloities. Dispersed
phase volume fration, interphase area density, solved oxygen onentration
and mixing time are redued at the same time.
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Figure 5.6: Solved oxygen onentration in fed-bath ultivation and growth
simulation at 30 ◦C, uβ0 = 0.034
m
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Assuming modeled bubble diameter to deviate i% and onsequently dis-
persed phase volume fration to deviate ii% from the orret value, equation
5.1 shows the resulting error in alulated interphase area density and thereby
in mass transfer rate.
aαβid
aαβi
=
6
rβid
dβ,id
6
rβi
dβ,i
=
1+ii%
1+i%
rβi
dβ,i
rβi
dβ,i
=
1 + ii%
1 + i%
(5.1)
Dereasing bubble diameters generally ome along with inreasing dis-
persed phase volume frations. That is, i and ii have dierent signs ampli-
fying the deviation in interphase area density and mass transfer rate. The
fator from equation 5.1 may be rewritten as follows.
1 + ii%
1 + i%
=⇒ 1 + |ii%|
1− |i%| or (5.2)
=⇒ 1− |ii%|
1 + |i%| (5.3)
Ampliation of errors does not muh inuene growth as long as oxygen
support is not limited. Equation 5.1 points out model sensitivity with respet
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to the bubble diameters. In ase that both, bubble diameter and dispersed
phase volume fration, deviate 10% from the orret value the resulting error
ranges between 18 and 22% following equations 5.2 and 5.3.
The growth simulation suiently predits yeast growth. Treating the
reation volume as a single perfetly mixed element in the simple growth
simulation might be a reason for deviations. This treatment well approxi-
mates growth in small reators like the one used in this work. Predition
quality dereases with inreasing volume. The sequential o-simulation is an
alternative for simulation of large reation volumes. The element size for the
growth sequenes has to fulll the requirements of perfetly mixed volumes.
Chapter 6
Sequential Co-simulation
6.1 Priniple of the Method
Time sales in uid dynamis of milli seonds to seonds and in growth of
hours to days dier signiantly and require speial handling in ombined
simulations. In the near future, there is no hane to diretly o-simulate
growth and uid dynamis for relevant ultivation times as it is possible for
fast hemial reations. Thus, a sequential treatment of the o-simulation
partners is proposed.
After simulating uid dynamis for a representative period of time, inter-
phase parameters are exhanged for growth simulation. Sine the time sale
for growth is muh larger than it is for uid dynamis, the periods of time for
growth simulation will generally exeed those for uid dynamis simulation
by far. The fundamental priniple of the sequential o-simulation is shown
in gure 6.1. Fluid dynamis are alulated with Ansys CFX while yeast
growth is alulated with Matlab and Simulink.
The hosen periods of time for every single sequene depend upon the
expeted hanges during these periods. A sequene may be long if growth
parameters do not signiantly hange. The same holds true for uid dynam-
is. In ase of great hanges of uid harateristis or volume for example
due to growth there is a denite need for shorter sequenes.
There are two fundamental ways of sequential o-simulation. First, the
length of sequenes an be held onstant whih annot aount for the rate of
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PSfrag replaements
Ansys CFX
Ansys CFX
VolumeVolume
ConentrationsConentrations
Volume Frations
Oxygen Frations
Matlab/Simulink
Matlab/Simulink
Sequential
Co-simulation Oxygen Sink
Surfae Tension
Time
Figure 6.1: Sequential o-simulation in priniple with its interfaes used in
this work, see also setion 2.11
hange of a relevant variable. Seond, the rate of hange of the variable an
be bound suh that the length of sequenes will probably dier. Simulating
the same problem set and assuming a similar number of sequenes the latter
method is assumed to provide better results.
It is assumed that ow onditions do not signiantly hange during the
simulated sequene of growth. Correspondingly, eah element has its on-
stant supply of substrates and oxygen. During growth, no exhange between
elements is onsidered. Modeling error dereases with an inreasing number
of simulated sequenes.
A feed funtion for medium is given up-front as dened in equation 4.33.
It depends upon the method of ultivation, the overall volume as well as
yeast and substrate onentration at the beginning. Start and end point of
a growth sequene determine the related part of the feed funtion.
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6.2 Interfaes
Interfae parameters are exhanged swithing the modules between alula-
tions (gure 6.1). Signiant hanges are related to onentrations of the
miroorganism, substrates and produts. Volume hanges are also onsid-
ered. Results of the simulation of growth are interpolated to the grid of the
ow eld as initialization of the CFX alulation. The results from CFX are
redued to a set of onvenient size as desribed in setion 6.4. This set forms
the basis for growth simulations with Matlab. Growth simulations may be
parallelized in the future.
6.2.1 Interfae from CFX to Matlab
For simulation of growth in Matlab, the following variables have to be trans-
mitted.
• position
• element volume
• loal gas volume frations
• oxygen onentration, air
• ethanol onentration, liquid
• gluose onentration, liquid
• oxygen onentration, liquid
• yeast onentration, liquid
The term history of air desribes the history a spei volume element of
air has experiened on the way to the present position. The dispersed phase
experienes dierent volume elements and therefore dierently transfers oxy-
gen.The transmitted variables are used to alulate the history of air as well
as oxygen mass transfer. Espeially in large reators the oxygen onentra-
tion in air may very muh dier depending on position. At only very few
positions the oxygen onentration in air will be lose to the onentration
in fresh air.
A nite number of volume elements represents the redued data set for
growth simulation. For simpliity the volume elements are assumed to be
equal in size. This method redues omplexity but dereases quality of
representing the original system. Areas with many small elements will be
overrepresented whereas those with oarse grid resolution will be underrep-
resented. Sine ne mesh resolution mainly orrelates with near wall regions
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or those lose to the gassing system and both regions have opposite oxygen
onentrations the errors from over-representation will fairly ompensate.
Equation 6.2 gives the denition of the element volume Vred for the re-
dued data set.
VCFX =
nCFX∑
iCFX
Vi,CFX (6.1)
Vred =
1
nred
nCFX∑
iCFX
Vi,CFX (6.2)
6.2.2 Interfae from Matlab to CFX
For initialization of the next sequene in CFX the following variables are
transmitted.
• position
• element volume
• ethanol onentration, liquid
• gluose onentration, liquid
• oxygen onentration, liquid
• yeast onentration, liquid
• oxygen sink representing the
oxygen onsumption of yeast in
the ontinuous phase
The data has to be proessed in a way that the initialize prole data
funtion in CFX is able to interpolate the data to the new mesh.
Feed in the growth simulation is the same funtion for all volume elements.
It is assumed that mixing proesses in average result in the same feed for every
position in the reator. When the feed funtion is the same for all elements
this is also true for the inrease in element volume. Therefore, the overall
volume after a growth sequene is alulated as VCFX,vc.
VCFX,vc = nredVred,vc (6.3)
Beside the volume the oxygen sink m˙Y,Matlab as a representation of oxygen
onsumption of yeast in the ontinuous phase desribes an important variable
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Table 6.1: Physial properties of the ontinuous phase at the beginning and
the end of a ultivation
Property Unit Beginning of Cultivation End of Cultivation
ηα
kg
sm 10
−3 2 · 10−3
̺α
kg
m3 997 1029
σ kgs2 0.0735 0.04
to be transmitted.
m˙Y,Matlab =
1
nredVred,vc
nred∑
i
qO2XVred,vc (6.4)
=
1
nred
nred∑
i
qO2X (6.5)
In this work values for m˙Y,Matlab resulting from the sequential o-simulation
at the beginning of a ultivation, after six, twelve and eighteen hours are
1.962 · 10−4 kgsm3 , 2.38 · 10−4 kgsm3 , 2.45 · 10−4 kgsm3 and 2.51 · 10−4 kgsm3 , respe-
tively. The oxygen onentration of the liquid phase in CFX then results
from the sum of soure and sink terms.
Physial properties of the ontinuous phase or the system of uids suh
as visosity, density and surfae tension are of major interest in uid dynam-
is simulation. Typial property ranges are given in table 6.1. Visosity
measurements of ultivation samples have shown values from about 10−3 kgsm
at the beginning of a ultivation to 2 · 10−3 kgsm at the end of a ultivation.
Changes in visosity are negligible for the ultivation presented in this work.
The density ranges from 997 kgm3 to 1029
kg
m3 and may also be negleted. Sur-
fae tension between the ontinuous and the dispersed phase varies muh
from 0.0735 kgs2 to 0.04
kg
s2 .
6.3 Sequening
An up-front uid dynamis simulation gives initial values for the rst se-
quene of growth. As mentioned in setion 6.1, a ruial part of the sequen-
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tial o-simulation is the deision about a new sequene. When hanges in
growth are signiant relative to a speied omparative value there is need
to re-simulate the ow eld.
The ow eld will hange onsiderably when the hange in volume is
high. As rst riterion for assessment the volume hange may be related to
the volume at the beginning of a ultivation.
crit1 =
∆V
V0,s
=
|V − V0,s|
V0,s
(6.6)
For volume hanges due to hanging operation level given in setion 2.11,
the values for riterion crit1 after six, twelve and eighteen hours are 0.0414,
0.0406 and 0.0382. No parameter study has been performed with respet to
crit1. As eduated guess, values of crit1 may be limited to 0.1 or to 0.05 in
order to keep resulting errors low.
Major hanges in growth as seond riterion inuene the oxygen sink
representing the biomass in the ontinuous phase. Following equation 6.5,
the riterion is omposed of the oxygen uptake rate qO2 and the biomass on-
entration X . These variables dier for every volume element. An up-front
alulation of growth for all elements of the redued data set for determina-
tion of sequene lengths is omputationally too expensive. Therefore, growth
is simulated for the entire reator treated as one single element. The produt
of qO2 and X from this alulation is taken to deide about sequene lengths.
crit2 =
|qO2X − qO2,0,sX0,s|
qO2,0,sX0,s
(6.7)
After six, twelve and eighteen hours, values for riterion crit2 are 0.2131,
0.0304 and 0.0245, respetively. A parameter study for this riterion has not
been performed. An eduated guess again for this riterion also limits the
value to 0.1 or even 0.05. The value for crit2 between the rst and the seond
sequene exeeds the guessed limit. Consequently, the sequene should have
been subdivided.
Restrition of riteria crit1 and crit2 to a ertain value denes a deision
system. One of the riteria always limits rst and therefore deides about a
new sequene. The system ensures that either major hanges in uid dynam-
is or hanges in growth initiate a new sequene. Table 6.2 gives typial
values.
Major objetive of this work has been the development of a simulation
framework for oupled simulations of uid dynamis and biologial growth.
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Table 6.2: Deision riteria for sequening
Criterion Value Deision Charater
crit1 ≤ 0.1 uid dynamis
crit2 ≤ 0.1 yeast growth
Simulation pratie has shown that omputational restritions are still lim-
iting. As a onsequene, large sale systems annot be simulated without
violening a number of best pratie guidelines. The dened deision riteria
have not been applied so far. For exemplary alulations, the entire ulti-
vation proess has been divided into four sequenes equally spaed in time
(hapter 7).
6.4 Data Redution
For the simulation of uid dynamis, the reators are disretized into a few
hundred thousand nite volume elements. The output from CFX gives the
relevant set of data for eah volume element. Due to omputational restri-
tions for simulation of growth on large domains, a self-organizingmaps (SOM)
algorithm [74℄ redues the data set to several thousand elements. This algo-
rithm is alled neural gas (NG) [88℄. The redued set is applied to sequenes
of growth simulation only. Meshes for sequenes of uid dynamis simulation
are not aeted.
Self-organizing maps are un-supervised artiial neural networks. Their
advantage is that they do not need expliit training data for organization
of the network. In general, a number of neurons has to be distributed on
the input spae to optimally represent it. Dierent metris are the basis for
the subsequent redistribution of the neurons. In problems where information
about input spae dimensionality is not available dierent approahes suh
as the neural gas algorithm have to be applied.
A fundamental appliation of this neural network approah is vetor quan-
tization in terms of lustering of data as well as data redution and data om-
pression [74, 109℄. In many ases restritions due to omputational power or
storage spae require data ompression with little related errors [14℄.
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In general, an input spae is mapped to a neural network. Beside other
parameters the number of neurons determines the omputational ost. On
the one hand, few neurons will not fulll requirements of adequate desrip-
tion of the input spae. On the other hand, too many neurons inrease
omputational ost and do not reah ompression requirements.
6.4.1 Neural Gas Algorithm
A speied number of neurons is randomly distributed over the input spae.
These neurons will subsequently be shifted suh that they reah positions
where the distane between neurons is maximized but they still reet the
input spae distribution. The latter eet is produed by the repelling ou-
pling of the neurons. The averaged hange in spae of a neuron is similar to
the movement of gas moleules in their potential well. These two eets have
named the algorithm [88℄.
It has been shown that the density distribution of neurons is non linear
proportional to the element distribution in the input spae. Relative spatial
element density is idential. The data ompression therefore is optimally
distribution onservative [88, 14℄.
Detailed information about the algorithm and its implementation an be
found in the related literature [88, 14℄. For use in Matlab a toolbox with
dierent SOM implementations as well as with a neural gas implementation
is available in the Internet.
http://www.is.hut./projets/somtoolbox/
From this toolbox the implementation of the neural gas algorithm has
been used for data redution in this work. The following setion gives a
simple two-dimensional example for a plane in the reator. The seletion of
algorithm parameters is based upon this example and some assumptions.
6.4.2 Neural Gas 2D Example
This example gives an illustrative impression of data redution by the neu-
ral gas algorithm. The variation of epohs has been performed in order to
ompromise between redued omputational ost and aeptable distribu-
tion quality. Inuenes of distribution quality on results of the sequential
o-simulation have not been determined.
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Table 6.3: Neural gas example settings and results
Neurons Epohs Training Steps Time in s
1000 1 12,122 101
1000 5 60,610 158
1000 10 121,220 369
1000 50 606,100 1,964
1000 100 1,212,200 7,202
A set of data represents 12122 nite volume elements in a mid plane of
the reator. It is the objetive to redue the vetor length of the set to
a representative number of 1000. Varying the number of training epohs
inuenes the quality of representation of original data. The produt of the
vetor length of the input spae data set and the number of epohs gives
the related number of training steps performed by the neural gas algorithm.
Table 6.3 summarizes the example settings. The alulations have been
performed on a Windows XP PC with a single Pentium 4 proessor with the
lok rate of 3.2 GHz and 1024 MB RAM.
While results for ten epohs still show bands and uneven distributions,
results for 50 and 100 epohs adequately represent the original distribution
(gure 6.2). The quality of the distribution does not hange muh from
doubling the number of epohs from 50 to 100. Nevertheless, CPU time
inreases signiantly wherefore 50 epohs will be used as standard.
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(a) Original Data (b) Ten Epohs () 50 Epohs (d) 100 Epohs
Figure 6.2: Neural gas example, the original data set and with 1000 neurons
after ten, 50 and 100 epohs
6.5 Model Assumptions
In addition to the afore mentioned properties and adjustments of simulations,
model assumptions are listed below. These assumptions are a substantial
omponent of the developed simulation framework.
• Growth does not diretly inuene uid dynamis.
• Yeast is equally distributed.
• Sinks and soures are onstant for a given sequene length.
• Errors introdued by the method of simulation do not inuene entral
dedutions.
• Simulations do neither aount for feed nor for ooling iruit.
• Temperature is kept onstant.
• Limited growth in the ooling iruit has a negligible inuene on the
overall yield.
Chapter 7
Sequential Co-simulation
Example
It has been the delared aim to develop a method for ombination of mul-
tiphase omputational uid dynamis and simulation of biologial growth.
The tool is meant to support optimization of reators and proesses.
Oxygen onentration in the dispersed phase is of major interest. It is
expeted to show highest values lose to the gas inlet dereasing with inreas-
ing distane in ow diretion. Dierent bubble lasses behave in the same
way. The level of derease in oxygen onentration in the dispersed phase
depends upon oxygen onentration in the liquid and with it upon oxygen
onsumption by yeast ells. Oxygen onsumption by yeast ells is diretly
proportional to yeast onentration.
Figure 7.1 shows the simulated oxygen onentration in all three bubble
lasses. From left to right the ontour plots show lass three with dβ,3 =
0.8mm, lass two with dβ,2 = 3mm and lass one with dβ,1 = 80mm.
Small bubbles rise slowly. They have a high volume spei surfae area.
As a onsequene, there is muh time and area for mass transfer. Derease
in oxygen onentration of these bubbles reahes the highest level (gure 7.1
left). Highest loss of about 20% is reahed at the top outer edge of the
reator. On the one hand, following the onept of liquid phase up- and
down-ow regions, the lowest onentration level is expeted to be below
the jet tubes. On the other hand, liquid phase down-ow region at the
83
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Figure 7.1: Simulated oxygen onentration in the gas phase with dierent
bubble size lasses on plane y = 0 at start of ultivation, bubble diameters of
size lasses from left to right: dβ,3 = 0.8mm, dβ,2 = 3mm and dβ,1 = 80mm,
time average
ylinder jaket entrains bubbles from the up-ow region downwards. Bubbles
do not ompletely follow liquid phase up- and down-ow. This is why lowest
onentration values are not reahed below the gassing system.
Large bubbles rise fast and almost diretly to the reator top. They have
a low volume spei surfae area. As a onsequene, oxygen onentration
in the bubbles stays at higher levels (gure 7.1 right). Maximal loss of about
10% is reahed at the top outer edge. The medium sized lass shows oxygen
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Figure 7.2: Simulated oxygen onentration in water on plane y = 0 from
left to right: at start of ultivation, after 12 and 18 hours, time average
onentrations in between. Optimization target may be an optimum bubble
size ompromising the behavior of mixing and mass transfer.
The liquid side oxygen onentration is the seond variable of interest.
Figure 7.2 shows simulated values as time average at the beginning of the
ultivation, after 12 and 18 hours, from left to right.
Assuming homogenous oxygen onsumption, the ow eld diretly in-
forms about areas of lowest oxygen onentration. In average, uid elements
follow one after another up- and down-ow region. Relating this ow behav-
ior to oxygen support by dispersed phases as disussed above, areas of lowest
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liquid side oxygen onentration have to be below and around the gassing
system.
Rising yeast onentrations during ultivation inrease oxygen onsump-
tion. The unhanged gas ow rate worsens oxygen support for yeast ells.
This eet beomes obvious in gure 7.2. Here, lowest values of oxygen
onentration range about 50% of oxygen saturation onentration. Conse-
quently, suient oxygen support guarantees oxidative growth without pro-
dution of ethanol. Adequate adjustment of gas support is a related topi of
optimization.
Comparing the methods of sequential o-simulation and growth simu-
lation without onsideration of uid dynamis (hapter 5), the sequential
method denotes signiantly inreased workload. To be justied, it has to
enhane quality of results in a similar manner. Biomass yield is the major
target in mass prodution. For this reason, simulations have to orretly
predit this target.
Figure 7.3 shows biomass dry weight onentration of experimental re-
sults, of growth simulations and of the sequential o-simulation. For the
sequential method, only distint points for zero, six, 12 and 18 hours of ul-
tivation are available. The dashed line simply supports visualization. The
sequential o-simulation very well predits yeast onentration.
The growth simulation without onsideration of uid dynamis systemat-
ially over-predits biomass onentration beginning about nine hours after
start of ultivation. Deisions about the reator system and the proess based
upon wrong preditions may permanently inrease operation osts. This is
why enhanement of predition quality is very important for optimization in
mass prodution.
Results from the sequential o-simulation are almost idential to experi-
mental results. The method slightly over-predits biomass dry weight onen-
tration beginning from 15 hours after start of ultivation. The relative error
at the end of ultivation is below three perent. The preision is impressive
even though only a few and long sequenes have been used.
The method has been applied to a small system. In a promising way it
enhanes target predition. Anyhow, the sequential o-simulation shows nite
predominany in omparison to a growth simulation without onsideration of
uid dynamis. The eet is expeted to be signiant for larger systems as
used in industry. Appliation to huge reator systems still suers from limited
omputational resoures. Size of volume elements in omputational uid
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Figure 7.3: Biomass dry weight onentration in fed-bath ultivation,
growth simulation without onsideration of uid dynamis and sequential
o-simulation
dynamis annot signiantly be dereased without giving rise to numbers of
volume elements in the order of billions.
Nevertheless, a rst trial in roughly simulating systems of industrial size
is to inrease element size in uid dynamis simulations [144℄. This obviously
inreases disretization error. Depending on the assignment the general pre-
dition of ow eld harateristis may still be suient.
At the present time, the sequential o-simulation as presented is the most
realisti and feasible way for ombined simulation of omputational uid
dynamis and biologial growth.
Chapter 8
Summary and
Future Prospets
It has been the sope of this work to develop a basi method for oupled
simulation of slowly reating systems in multiphase ow. The example of
this work has been baker's yeast prodution.
Time sales in uid dynamis of milli seonds or seonds and time sales
in biologial growth of hours to days dier signiantly from eah other.
Therefore, diret oupling of uid dynamis and biologial growth is not
feasible. This holds espeially true with respet to relevant real time and
relevant reator size.
These are the reasons why the method of sequential o-simulation has
been proposed. Every sequential o-simulation onsists of modules for uid
dynamis and biologial growth. Dened interfaes ouple the modules. The
method has been implemented in ommerial odes. CFX by Ansys has
been used for omputational uid dynamis. Matlab and Simulink have been
used for implementation of a biologial growth model. Both modules are
iteratively or sequentially applied in the sequential method, giving its name.
For sequenes of growth simulation the set of volume elements is redued
using the neural gas algorithm. Consequently, omputational demand for
growth simulations signiantly dereases.
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The modules have been validated separately with experimental data. Ex-
perimental data for both, uid dynamis and yeast ultivation, have been
determined in the same system.
Axial liquid veloities have been determined with a pitot tube as well as
with a developed strain gauge antilever probe. Results from the strain gauge
antilever probe still need to be enhaned in quality. Measurements from the
pitot tube are good. Data from literature has additionally been used for
validation. The ow eld information has been used to validate simulation
results with respet to suiently ne grids and time steps. The time step
has been set to ∆t = 0.005 s.
A growth model from literature has been implemented and modied in
order to aount for relevant mass transfer options needed in the framework
of sequential o-simulation. In future work growth simulations may be par-
allelized.
Cruial for suess of the sequential o-simulation is the sequene length.
A deision system has been suggested onsisting of two riteria, one for
hanges in uid dynamis and one for hanges in biologial growth. It has
arefully to be tested. For inrease in automation, a deision system has
to be implemented. Furthermore, interfaes between the modules shall be
simplied and automated.
A sequential o-simulation has been performed for the mentioned reator
system. The method has proven signiant enhanement of target predition
quality in omparison to growth simulations without onsideration of uid
dynamis. Biomass dry weight onentration has been the target variable.
Appliation of the proposed method to industrial reator systems is not
feasible at the present time. Computational power and hardware restritions
limit appliation of omputational uid dynamis for multiphase systems to
relatively small size. Use for optimization problems has to be demonstrated.
Any model inluded in the sequential framework has to be improved to
optimally represent reality. For multiphase ow simulations bubble behav-
ior, interphase drag fores, mass transfer and turbulene may stay in the
foreground.
In sum the sequential o-simulation has been proposed as powerful tool
whih an be applied to generally simulate slow hemial or biologial rea-
tions in multiphase ow systems.
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Appendix A
Cantilever Probe
Setion 3.1 has shown that there is no heap and easy to handle measure-
ment tehnique giving average ow veloity information and determining the
diretion at the same time. No systems are known being appliable to high
disperse phase holdups and optially dense uids. In many ases these are
exatly the requirements for a given multiphase measurement ase.
A.1 Measuring Devie
Aording to aelerometers and linometers a strain gauge antilever probe
shown in gure A.1 has been developed within the frame of this work in
order to fulll these requirements. The probe is based on a antilever with
a ross setion prole being very sti against bending in one diretion but
well-dened sti against bending perpendiular to the rst diretion in means
of the z-axis in gure A.1.
Figure A.2 shows the ross setion view of the probe. A strain gauge
is appliqued to one side of the antilever beam measuring beam deetion.
Due to probe use in ondutive uids the strain gauge is oated. Enameled
opper wire onnets the strain gauge to the amplier. Loking pins lok the
antilever beam into position. Connetions are sealed against surrounding
uids. The beam measures 45mm in length, 7.5mm in width and 0.3mm
in height. Measured liquid veloity is therefore an average value of the sur-
rounding volume.
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Figure A.2: Cross setional view of the strain gauge antilever probe with
measures in mm
Not a single strain gauge as shown in gure A.1 has been appliqued but a
full bridge strain gauge with four single gauges as shown in gure A.3. The
gauges R2 and R3 do not ontribute. A full bridge iruit is reommended
for linearity reasons and temperature ompensation.
The measuring system ommuniates as shown in gure A.4. The volt-
age signal from the strain gauge is amplied. A voltage frequeny onverter
onverts the signal to a frequeny whih is input into a standard sound ard
in a omputer. The free aquisition software uf_verlauf by Klaus-Dieter
Grüninger reonverts the frequeny signal into a voltage with the Fast Fourier
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iruit as appliqued to the arbon
antilever beam with probe oordinates as well as feeding and bridge voltage
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Figure A.4: Struture of the measuring system and the data aquisition
Transform (setion A.4). Finally, voltage signals are stored together with
time information.
Beam material, strain gauge as well as beam dimensions are the parame-
ters for adjusting the probe to a speied measuring range. Veloity ranges
from some millimeters up to several meters per seond are possible. Basi
formulas for the outer ber tension σp and the related strain εp due to a single
load F at the beam tip and the setion modulus Wp are given by equations
A.1 to A.3. hp, bp and lp are the antilever beam height, width and length,
respetively. Ep is the elasti modulus of the beam material.
σp = εpEp =
T
Wp
=
Flp
Wp
(A.1)
Wp =
bph
2
p
6
(A.2)
εp =
Flp
WpEp
=
6Flp
bph2pEp
(A.3)
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As an invasive probe of signiant size this measurement tehnique inu-
enes the ow eld. For a deeted beam the inident ow diretion hanges
even though the real ow diretion remains unhanged. Relatively small
deetions are assumed. Errors due to deetion may onsequently be ne-
gleted. Depending on the inident ow diretion the probe shaft may inu-
ene the ow eld leading to additional errors.
The probe averages the uid veloity. Probe size determines averaging
quality. Large probes are less sensitive to disturbanes due to the dispersed
phase. Dispersed phase movement is expeted to have only a little inuene
sine liquid phase momentum exeeds the momentum of the gas phase by
far. The mentioned eets raise questions about good alibration methods
whih is disussed in setion A.3.
A.2 Eigen Frequenies of a Cantilever Beam
Cantilever beams are dynami systems. Dynami systems have harateristi
eigen frequenies and eigen modes where little energy is needed to get huge
system responses. First, these modes may destroy the system. Seond, lose
to the eigen frequenies measurement results do not neessarily reet the
atual state of the system. As a onsequene, measurements have to be
performed in a ertain distane to the eigen frequenies.
A omparison of the smallest eigen frequeny and measured frequenies
shall show this distane. Marosopi sales are of interest sine mirosopi
sales annot aet the funtion of the relatively large probe. Inertia fores
for the most part damp small sale eets.
Figure A.5 shows a uniformly distributed load ase, similar to realisti
load ases of the probe.
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Figure A.5: Cantilever beam with exemplary uniformly distributed load
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Equations A.4 to A.6 give estimates of the lowest eigen frequeny for the
given load ase [102, 130℄.
ω1a ≤
√
20
l2p
√
EpI
̺A
(A.4)
ω1b =
0.562
l2p
√
EpI
̺A
(A.5)
ω1c ≈ 3.61
l2p
√
EpI
̺A
(A.6)
With the measures lp = 0.045m, bp = 0.0075m and hp = 0.0003m the
geometrial moment of inertia of bending about the lateral axis I and the
ross setion area A are alulated:
I =
bph
3
p
12
= 1.6875 · 10−14m4 (A.7)
A = bphp = 2.25 · 10−6m2 (A.8)
The mass density ̺c of the arbon ber fabri depends upon the volume
frations of ber and matrix material and their mass density. Values are
related to the used fabri with Köper binding.
̺c = ̺mrm + ̺frf (A.9)
= 1161
kg
m3
· 0.65 + 1797 kg
m3
· 0.35
= 1384
kg
m3
The elasti modulus is alulated in a similar way.
Ep = E‖ = Efrf‖ + Em (rm + rf⊥) (A.10)
= 238000
N
mm2
· 0.35 · 0.5 +
3000
N
mm2
(0.65 + 0.35 · 0.5)
= 44125
N
mm2
≈ 45000 N
mm2
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Using equations A.4 to A.10 the lowest eigen frequeny an be estimated.
The strain gauge additionally stiens the beam resulting in an even higher
rst eigen frequeny.
ω1a = 1090.58Hz (A.11)
ω1b = 137.04Hz (A.12)
ω1c = 880.31Hz (A.13)
Frequeny estimation of marosopi uid motion from experimental re-
sults gives typial frequenies ωflow of some Hertz.
ωflow ≈ 5Hz
X≪ 130Hz ≈ ωeigen (A.14)
Thus, the eigen frequenies of this probe do not ause any diulties in
the speied ow ase.
A.3 Calibration
Calibration is a entral part of most measurement tehniques. Sine real
measurement ases are omplex systems, alibrators have to be hosen in a
sense of realisti system simpliation.
The strain gauge antilever probe is made to measure veloity omponents
in z-diretion of the probe whih is the normal vetor of the antilever beam
surfae (gure A.1). The angle between the inident ow diretion and the
probe normal vetor is dened as the probe angle αi as shown in gure A.6.
The angle of 0
◦
orresponds to an inident ow diretion opposite parallel
to the normal vetor n.
A alibration system as shown in gure A.7 has been used. Water from
a basin is irulated at a speied ow rate. Before entering the basin via a
irular orie as a water jet the water is straightened and paied in order
to redue turbulene. The irular orie has a diameter of 8mm. The probe
is positioned 20mm downstream from the orie with the beam tip in the
enter of the jet.
The jet ase is loser to a single load than it is to a distributed. In the
bubble olumn the atual beam load depends upon the eddy size and position.
Single loads applied to the beam have dereasing inuene on tip deetion
with inreasing distane to the beam tip. It is assumed that the probe is best
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alibrated with its beam tip in the enter of the jet. The probe only gives
average information about the ow eld. Therefore, measurement time must
not be too short in order to redue the impat of the known error.
As the strain gauge has been appliqued to only one side, the bending
harateristi of the antilever beam is biased. Consequently, alibration
urves for both, 0
◦
and 180
◦
as diretion of inident ow are needed. The
branhes of the alibration urve in gure A.8 thus show dierent slopes.
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Figure A.8: Calibration urve for inident ow diretion of 0
◦
and 180
◦
,
for oeients of alibration urves see table A.1
Strain gauges give distint information depending on ompression or elon-
gation due to beam deetion. The probe normal vetor shall be parallel to
the veloity omponent of interest.
A.4 Signal Analysis
The software uf_verlauf stores the voltage ten times a seond over 50 s.
Veloity information is then alulated from the raw data using the relevant
alibration urve by means of the polynomial t (table A.1). Voltage signals
greater than the zero veloity voltage are onverted by the right half of the
urve shown in gure A.8. Values below that are onverted with the left half
of the urve from gure A.8. The veloity information is nally averaged over
the entire measurement time.
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Table A.1: Polynomial Coeients of alibration urves (gure A.8)
Coeients of Calibration Curve 0
◦
x8 x7 x6 x5 x4
−449 1.967 · 104 −3.764 · 105 4.113 · 106 −2.807 · 107
x3 x2 x1 x0
.226 · 108 −3.342 · 108 5.205 · 108 −3.544 · 108
Coeients of Calibration Curve 180
◦
x8 x7 x6 x5 x4
−48 −1.622 · 103 −2.390 · 104 2.009 · 105 −1.053 · 106
x3 x2 x1 x0
3.530 · 106 −7.382 · 106 8.807 · 106 −4.589 · 106
http://www.shule-bw.de/unterriht/faeher/physik/
mess/soundkarte/uf_verlauf.htm#doumentContent
A.5 Probe Angular Charateristi
The probe measures veloity omponents parallel to the probe normal vetor.
At the present time, the probe has not been alibrated in the yp-zp-plane
where results are expeted to be less good. Tip deetion auses a systemati
error beause of relative hanges in inident ow diretion.
Assuming only veloity vetors in the probe xp-zp-plane with the magni-
tude u, the magnitude of the omponent un normal to the probe is alulated
using the osine of the angle (gure A.6).
un = u · cos(αi) (A.15)
Probes with good angular harateristis measure exatly the omponent
determined by equation A.15 for any given angle of inident ow. This test
has been done for the veloities u = n · 0.5 ms with n = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and
the angles αi = 0
◦ +m · 30 ◦ with m = [0, 1, 2, . . .11]. Exemplary results are
given as polar plot in gure A.9. The two irles represent the exat veloity
values in normal diretion. The probe shows good overall performane.
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Figure A.9: Probe xp-zp angular harateristi for inident ow veloity 0.5
m/s, olored lines represent exat normal veloity omponents, the dotted
irle represents veloity 0.25 m/s, the outer irle represents veloity 0.5
m/s
Relative errors in the low veloity range are greater than those in the
high veloity range. As a prototype this probe is not optimized for a ertain
veloity level. Results for 60
◦
to 120
◦
and 240
◦
to 300
◦
show worst probe
performane. This is due to the airfoil harater the probe shows under these
angles.
Together with harateristis of the yp-zp-plane the probe harateristi
beomes a three-dimensional hull body made of two spheres touhing eah
other similar to the two irles in gure A.9. The probe will probably not
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show this theoretial behavior beause of interferene from the probe shaft
and from asymmetri probe geometry.
Conlusively, the new strain gauge antilever probe is a great devie to
measure speied average liquid veloity omponents in liquid and gas/liquid
ows. The impat of the dispersed gas phase is negleted due to the relatively
low mass density and thus the relatively low momentum transport. The probe
is invasive but not restrited to any dispersed phase holdup or to the optial
quality of the mixture.
A general problem with the probe design is its size. Calibration and
measurement do not apply the same loads to the strain gauge antilever probe
whih has to be taken into aount for the measurements presented. Future
development may miniaturize the probe. Calibration situation will then not
muh dier from measurement situation. As a onsequene, measured results
will be muh more reliable with inreased spatial resolution.
A.6 Measured Veloity Proles
Eah position has been measured twie with the probe normal vetor in
parallel to the reator axis. First the strain gauge faes the bottom and
seond it faes the reator head. Measurement results taken with the probe
from the opposite side of the reator agree. In addition to gures 3.3 and
3.4 the gures A.10 and A.11 show the values taken with the strain gauge
antilever probe.
The prole measured with the strain gauge antilever probe deviates sig-
niantly from the prole measured with the pressure probe in the region
lose to the ttings at level 1120mm. The measured values show the orret
order of magnitude over the entire range.
A.7 Attempts in Measurement Development
Strain gauges work in optimal manner when elongated. Therefore, they shall
be appliqued to both, upper and lower fae of the antilever beam in a way
that one strain gauge is elongated in either diretion of bending.
Similar to antilever beam based linometers, a seond diretion of mea-
surement an be added by another antilever beam xed to the tip of the
rst in axial diretion but rotated 90 ◦ about the axis [107℄. An important
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Figure A.10: Measured and simulated veloity proles at vertial position
z = 900mm, for positions and oordinates see gure 2.1, for mesh sizes see
table 2.2
disadvantage of suh an add-on is the inreased probe size. Superposition of
eets might inrease the measurement error.
Beam material and geometry have to be optimized with respet to known
quality requirements. The probe has to be designed to optimally resolve
veloities in an expeted range. The used prototype performs great in the
veloity range above 1 ms . Low-ost prodution of the probe enables the use
of a set of range-optimized probes.
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Figure A.11: Measured and simulated veloity proles at vertial position
z = 1120mm, for positions and oordinates see gure 2.1, for mesh sizes see
table 2.2
Smaller probes redue ow disturbane. The redued measurement vol-
ume gives information whih an be referred to be loal. The tip of the probe
shaft may be of onial shape to redue the inuene of the shaft.
A step to the miro-eletromehanial systems (MEMS) with antilever
beams and possibly integrated strain gauges gives possibilities to redue probe
size down to the sub-millimeter sale. Simple antilever beam probes likewise
the suggested probe type an also be integrated to form probes for three-
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dimensional measurements similar to tatile sensor heads used in robotis
[59℄.
Even though the presented strain gauge antilever probe still has its prob-
lems, the idea of simple antilever beams for detetion of ow diretion and
veloity is onvining. Measurement results have espeially shown good angu-
lar performane whih is of great importane in transient ow measurements.
Reator systems often require speial hygieni treatment in terms of ster-
ilization. This ompliates appliation of measurement systems in prodution
runs. The following probe type may solve a number of related problems. A
small spherial sensor in the range of 10 to 15mm in diameter and of the
same density as the uid traes the ow eld. The sensor is assumed to
follow the uid not aounting for turbulent utuations.
This sensor has to have one translational and one rotational aelerome-
ter for eah axis as well as an appropriate power support, a miroproessor
and a memory storing the information. Latest sensor development at Bosh
Sensorte ame up with a three-axial aeleration sensor alled SMB 380 in
the size of a math head.
Subsequent integration theoretially gives veloity information together
with trajetories onsidering a known start and end position with zero ve-
loity. Statistial evaluation of the data provides with an insight into the
average ow eld. Aeptable measurement times eet ow eld measure-
ment result of suient resolution. Provided that this tehnique works well,
the sensor gives industry at hand a powerful, aordable and easy to handle
tool.
The sensor an be varied using a gyrosope instead of the three rota-
tional aelerometers to hinder the sensor from rotating. Of ourse, this
type requires inreased energy support but signiantly redues omplexity
of analysis and soures of error. Both latter tehniques have not been tested,
yet.
Appendix B
Constants and Parameters
for the Growth Model
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Table B.1: Model onstants parameters and initial values [106℄
Parameter Value Unit
Ce 4.35 · 10−2 molC g−1
Cs 3.33 · 10−2 molC g−1
Cx 3.84 · 10−2 molC g−1
Ke 0.1 g L
−1
Ki 10 g L
−1
Ks 0.12 g L
−1
qm 0.01 g g
−1 h−1
qO2,max 0.3 g g
−1 h−1
qs,max 2.4 g g
−1 h−1
tL 0.75 h
Scrit 0.04 g L
−1
Yes 0.51 g g
−1
Yoe 2.087 g g
−1
Yos 1.067 g g
−1
Yxe 0.72 g g
−1
Yxsf 0.1 g g
−1
Yxsox 0.48 g g
−1
E0 0 g L
−1
Oα0 1.52 · 10−3 g L−1
Oβ0 0.29963 g L
−1
S0 2.36 · 10−4 g L−1
X0 7.0628 g L
−1
V0 120 L
Sin 270 g L
−1
qs,in,0 1.21 g L
−1 h−1
qs,in,max 1.72 g L
−1 h−1
kL 3.1 · 10−4 ms−1
Appendix C
Material for Cultivation
Experiments
C.1 Instruments for Experimental Setup
• Pressure redution valve: Redues supply line pressure from about 13 ·
105 to 1 · 105 kgs2 m .
• Variable area ow meter: Yokogawa G263 SW = PD26N
• O2 probe: BlueSens BCP-O2, 0− 25Vol%, 0.8− 1.3 kgs2 m abs
• CO2 probe: BlueSens BCP-CO2, 0− 25Vol%, 0.8− 1.3 kgs2 m abs
• Medium pump: Meredos GLV-70
• Alkaline solution pump: Meredos TV 20
• Cooling and heating iruit pump: Ivaki Magneti Gear Pump MDG-
M15S3B, Siemens motor
• Seondary ooling and heating iruit pump and ontrol: Lauda Eoline
Staredition RE 107, Lauda Eoline Staredition E 100
• Thermometer: Juno itron 08, thermo ouple
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• pH probe and ontrol: Mettler Toledo 405-DPAS-SC-KOS/225 ombi-
nation pH, Meredos pH Control 2
• pO2 probe and ontrol: WTW CellOx 325 galvani eletrode, WTW
ProLab Oxi 597-S
C.2 Material for Experiments
• Alkaline solution: 5 M NaOH
• Antifoam agent: Fragol, Uolub N115 based on polypropylenglyol,
limited solubility in mineral oil, hydrophobi
• Yeast Saharomyes erevisiae: Uniferm, ommerial quality, 48 ·42 g ·
0.27 dry biomass for 125 L as inoulum
• The medium is based on the medium proposed by Verduyn [142℄. Values
for salts, trae elements, gluose and vitamins are given below.
Salts
• initial: 15 gL (NH4)2SO4
• feed: 7.7 gL (NH4)2SO4
• 3 gL KH2PO4
• 1.5 gL MgSO4· 7 H2O
Trae Elements
• 4.5 · 10−3 gL Na2EDTA
• 13.5 · 10−3 gL ZnSO4· 7 H2O
• 2.52 · 10−3 gL MnCl2· 2 H2O
• 0.9 · 10−3 gL CoCl2· 6 H2O
• 0.9 · 10−3 gL CuSO4· 5 H2O
• 1.2 · 10−3 gL Na2MoO4· 2 H2O
• 13.5 · 10−3 gL CaCl2· 2 H2O
• 9 · 10−3 gL FeSO4· 7 H2O
• 3 · 10−3 gL H3BO3
• 0.3 · 10−3 gL KI
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Gluose
• 270 gL
Vitamins
• 0.05 · 10−3 gL d-biotin
• 1 · 10−3 gL a-d-pantothenate
• 1 · 10−3 gL niotini aid
• 25 · 10−3 gL myo-inositol
• 1 · 10−3 gL thiamine hydrohlo-
ride
• 1 ·10−3 gL pyridoxine hydrohlo-
ride
• 0.2·10−3 gL p-aminobenzoi aid
C.3 Instruments for Analysis
Devises used for sample preparation and experiment analysis are listed below.
Moreover, settings and methods are mentioned where neessary.
• Filter: CA membrane, 0.2µm, non-pyrogeni, hydrophili
• Gluose measurement: YSI 2700 Selet Biohemistry Analyzer
• Optial density measurement: Bio Rad Smart Spe 3000
• Centrifuge: Heraeus Biofuge stratos
• HPLC: Polyspher OAHY Cat 1.51272 300×6.5 at 343.15 K, runtime 15
minutes, ow rate 0.8 mL per minute, ow agent 2.5 mmol H2SO4
C.4 Constants for the Pure Growth Model
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Table C.1: Model onstants, parameters and initial values for the pure
growth simulation
Parameter Value Unit
E0 0 gL
−1
O0 0.00152 g L
−1
O0,g 0.29963 g L
−1
S0 0.000236 g L
−1
X0 7.0628 g L
−1
V0 130 L
Sin 270 g L
−1
qs,in,0 157 g h
−1
qs,in,max 250 g h
−1
kL 3.1 · 10−4 ms−1
rβ1 0.025882 1
rβ2 0.053109 1
rβ3 0.024370 1
dβ,1 0.08 m
dβ,2 0.003 m
dβ,3 0.0008 m
Notation
The following list shows the used notation, symbols and variables.
Variables
Variable Unit Desription
A m2 Cross setion area
Aαβ m
2
Interphase area
Aβ m
2
In ow diretion projeted area of single bubble
a 1 Stoihiometri oeient
aαβ
1
m Interphase area density, volume spei surfae
area
aαβi
1
m Interphase area density, volume spei surfae
area of lass i
aαβid
1
m Deviating interphase area density, volume spe-
i surfae area of lass i
b 1 Stoihiometri oeient
bp mm 7.5, Width of strain gauge antilever probe
C 1 Carbon, in hemial formulas
Ce
molC
g 0.0435, Carbon ontent of ethanol
Ck 1 Cε1, Constant in bubble indued turbulene k-ε
model
Cs
molC
g 0.0333, Carbon ontent of gluose
Cx
molC
g 0.0384, Carbon ontent of biomass/yeast
Cε1 1 1.44, Constant in k-ε model
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Variable Unit Desription
Cε2 1 1.92, Constant in k-ε model
Cε3 1 Cε2, Constant in bubble indued turbulene k-ε
model
Cµ 1 0.09, Constant in k-ε model
c 1 Stoihiometri oeient
cDβ 1 Drag oeient
cDβ,i 1 Drag oeient of lass i
cDβ∞ 1 Drag oeient of a single bubble
cDβ∞,cap 1 Drag oeient of a single ap bubble
cDβ∞,ellipsoid1 Drag oeient of a single ellipsoidal bubble
cDβ∞,sphere 1 Drag oeient of a single spherial bubble
crit1 1 Deision riterion 1 for sequening
crit2 1 Deision riterion 2 for sequening
cα
kg
m3 Conentration of oxygen in ontinuous phase,
short form
c∗α
kg
m3 Saturation onentration of oxygen in ontinu-
ous phase, short form
cα,O2
kg
m3 Conentration of oxygen in ontinuous phase
cβ,O2
kg
m3 Conentration of oxygen in dispersed phase
Dpβ
kgm
s2 Drag fore of single bubble
Dα
m2
s 2.45·10−9, Diusion oeient of oxygen in on-
tinuous phase
Dβ
m2
s 2.0 · 10−5, Diusion oeient of oxygen in dis-
persed phase
d 1 Stoihiometri oeient
dp m,mm Relevant probe outer diameter
dβ m,mm Bubble equivalent diameter
dβ,1 m,mm Bubble equivalent diameter lass one
dβ,2 m,mm Bubble equivalent diameter lass two
dβ,3 m,mm Bubble equivalent diameter lass three
dβ,i m,mm Bubble equivalent diameter of lass i
dβ,id m,mm Deviating bubble equivalent diameter of lass i
E gL Ethanol onentration
Ef
kg
s2m Elasti modulus of ber material
Em
kg
s2m Elasti modulus of matrix material
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Variable Unit Desription
Ep
kg
s2m Elasti modulus
E∗ g Ethanol
E0
g
L 0, Initial ethanol onentration
E‖
kg
s2m Elasti modulus parallel to load diretion
Eo 1 Eötvös number
F kgms2 Fore
fcDβ∞ 1 Corretion fator for drag oeient
fp,red 1 Redution fator
g 1 Stoihiometri oeient
H 1 Hydrogen, in hemial formulas
H 1 equation 2.28
Hm m Mixture height in reator above pressure probe
Hm,O2
s2
m2 Henry onstant
Hr m,mm Operation level
h 1 Stoihiometri oeient
hm m Liquid height in inlined tube manometer above
pressure probe
hp m 0.3, Height of strain gauge antilever probe
hx 1 Stoihiometri oeient
I m4 Geometrial moment of inertia
i 1 Running variable
i 1 Stoihiometri oeient
iCFX 1 Volume element i in CFX
J 1 equation 2.27
j 1 Stoihiometri oeient
Ke
g
L 0.1, Saturation onstant ethanol uptake
Ki
g
L 10, Inhibition onstant ethanol
Ks
g
L 0.12, Saturation onstant gluose uptake
k 1 Stoihiometri oeient
k m
2
s2 Turbulene kineti energy
k1 1 1.2, Constant in Sato model for bubble indued
turbulene
kL
m
s 3.1 · 10−4, Oxygen mass transfer oeient
l 1 Stoihiometri oeient
lp m 45, Length of strain gauge antilever probe
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Variable Unit Desription
Mo 1 Morton number
MO2
kg
mol 3.198 · 10−2, Moleular weight of oxygen
Mαx
kg
m2s2 Interphase momentum exhange term in x-
diretion
Mαy
kg
m2s2 Interphase momentum exhange term in y-
diretion
Mαz
kg
m2s2 Interphase momentum exhange term in z-
diretion
Mα
kg
m2s2 Overall interphase momentum exhange term
for phase α
Mαβ
kg
m2s2 Interphase momentum exhange term from
phase β to phase α
Mβ
kg
mol Molar mass of dispersed phase
m 1 Stoihiometri oeient
m kg Mass
m˙Y,Matlab
kg
sm3 Oxygen sink term in ontinuous phase as yeast
representation, alulated in Matlab
m˙Y,O2
kg
sm3 Oxygen sink term in ontinuous phase as yeast
representation, restrited
m˙β,i
kg
sm3 Mass ow rate from phase β, i to phase α
N 1 Nitrogen, in hemial formulas
Nβ 1 Number of dispersed phases
n 1 Stoihiometri oeient
n 1 2, Corretion exponent
n [n] Normal vetor
nCFX 1 Number of volume elements in CFX
npβ 1 Number of bubbles in the element
nred 1 Number of volume elements of redued data set
nx 1 Stoihiometri oeient
nβ
mol
m3 Total mole onentration in dispersed phase
nβ,0
mol
m3 44.615, Initial total mole onentration in dis-
persed phase
nβ,O2
mol
m3 Mole onentration of oxygen in dispersed phase
nβ,O2,0
mol
m3 9.3468, Initial mole onentration of oxygen in
dispersed phase
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Variable Unit Desription
O 1 Oxygen, in hemial formulas
O gL Oxygen onentration
O∗ g Oxygen
Oα0
g
L 0.00152, Initial oxygen onentration, liquid
Oβ0
g
L 0.29963, Initial oxygen onentration, gas
ox 1 Stoihiometri oeient
P kgs2m Mean pressure
Pα
kg
m s3 Turbulene prodution term
pN
kg
s2m 101325, Normal pressure
pα
kg
s2m Pressure in ontinuous phase
p′α
kg
s2m 3170, Saturation vapor pressure in ontinuous
phase
p∞β
kg
s2m Ambient pressure
p∞β,i
kg
s2m Partial pressure of omponent i in the ore of
the dispersed phase
pβ,O2
kg
s2m Partial pressure of oxygen in the dispersed
phase
qean
g
gh Ethanol uptake rate anabolism
qec
g
gh Ethanol uptake rate
qeen
g
gh Ethanol uptake rate energy metabolism
qep
g
gh Ethanol prodution rate
qm
g
gh 0.01, gluose uptake rate for maintenane
qO2
g
gh Oxygen uptake rate
qO2,0,s
g
gh Sequene initial oxygen uptake rate
qO2,in
g
Lh Oxygen input rate gassing system
qO2,max
g
gh 0.3, maximum oxygen uptake rate
qO2s
g
gh Oxygen uptake rate gluose oxidation
qs
g
gh Gluose uptake rate
qs,crit
g
gh Critial gluose uptake rate
qs,in
g
Lh Gluose feed rate
qs,in,0
g
Lh 1.21, Initial gluose feed rate
qs,in,max
g
Lh 1.72, Maximum gluose feed rate
qs,max
g
gh 2.4, maximum gluose uptake rate
qsf
g
gh Gluose uptake rate fermentative growth
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qsfan
g
gh Gluose uptake rate fermentative anabolism
qsfen
g
gh Gluose uptake rate fermentative energy
metabolism
qsox
g
gh Gluose uptake rate oxidative growth
qsoxan
g
gh Gluose uptake rate oxidative anabolism
qsoxen
g
gh Gluose uptake rate oxidative energy
metabolism
R kgm
2
Kmol s2
8.314472, Gas onstant
R1 Ω Eletri resistane
R2 Ω Eletri resistane
R3 Ω Eletri resistane
R4 Ω Eletri resistane
Rep 1 Probe Reynolds number
Reβ 1 Dispersed phase Reynolds number
rf 1 Volume fration of ber material in omposite
rf‖ 1 Volume fration of ber material in omposite
parallel to load diretion
rf⊥ 1 Volume fration of ber material in omposite
perpendiular to load diretion
rm 1 Volume fration of matrix material in omposite
rα 1 Volume fration of ontinuous phase
rβ 1 Volume fration of dispersed phase
r∗β 1 Loal volume fration of dispersed phase
rβi 1 Volume fration of dispersed phase i
rβid 1 Deviating volume fration of dispersed phase i
r∗βi 1 Loal volume fration of dispersed phase i
S gL Gluose onentration
S∗ g Gluose
S0
g
L 0.000236, Initial gluose onentration
SMα
kg
sm3 Mass soure term
SMxα
kg
m2s2 External body fores in x-diretion
SMyα
kg
m2s2 External body fores in y-diretion
SMzα
kg
m2s2 External body fores in z-diretion
Scrit
g
L 0.04, ritial gluose onentration for overow
metabolism
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Variable Unit Desription
Sin
g
L 270, Gluose feed onentration
s mm Strain gauge antilever probe tip deetion
T kgm
2
s2 Torque
Tu 1 Turbulene intensity
Tαβk
kg
m s3 Additional term from bubble indued turbu-
lene model for k-equation
Tαβε
kg
m s3 Additional term from bubble indued turbu-
lene model for ε-equation
Tα K Temperature of ontinuous phase
Tβ K Temperature of dispersed phase
t h Time
t0 h Start time
tL h 0.75, lag time
Ub V Bridge voltage
Uf V Feeding voltage
Uα
m
s Mean veloity omponent of the ontinuous
phase in x-diretion
u [u] Exemplary variable
u ms Veloity or veloity omponent in x-diretion
un
m
s Normal omponent of veloity
uβ0
m
s Superial gas veloity
ut
m
s Terminal rise veloity
uα
m
s Veloity vetor of the ontinuous phase
uβ
m
s Veloity vetor of the dispersed phase
V m3,L Volume
V0 m
3,L 130, Initial volume
V0,s m
3,L Sequene initial volume
VCFX m
3,L Overall volume in CFX
VCFX,vc m
3,L Overall volume in CFX after growth sequene
Vi,CFX m
3,L Volume of volume element i in CFX
VM
m3
mol 2.2414 · 10−2Mole volume
Vred m
3,L Volume of volume element of redued data set
Vred,vc m
3,L Volume of volume element of redued data set
after growth sequene
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Vα
m
s Mean veloity omponent of the ontinuous
phase in y-diretion
Vβ m
3
Total volume of dispersed phase
Vβ,i m
3
Volume of omponent i in the dispersed phase
v ms Veloity omponent in y-diretion
var [var] Variable
varc [varc] Variable onsumption term
varp [varp] Variable prodution term
Wp m
3
Setion modulus
Wα
m
s Mean veloity omponent of the ontinuous
phase in z-diretion
w ms Veloity omponent in z-diretion
X gL Biomass/yeast onentration
X∗ g Biomass/yeast
Xβ,i 1 Fration of omponent i in dry air
Xβ,O2 1 Oxygen mole fration in dry air
X0
g
L 7.0628, Initial biomass onentration
X0,s
g
L Sequene initial biomass onentration
x m,mm First Cartesian oordinate
xp m,mm First Cartesian probe oordinate
Yes
g
g 0.51, Ethanol yield on gluose
Yoe
g
g 2.087, Coeient of respiration on ethanol
Yos
g
g 1.067, Coeient of respiration on gluose
Yxe
g
g 0.72, Biomass yield on ethanol
Yxsf
g
g 0.1, Biomass yield on gluose, fermentative
Yxsox
g
g 0.48, Biomass yield on gluose, oxidative
y m,mm Seond Cartesian oordinate
yp m,mm Seond Cartesian probe oordinate
y [y] Exemplary funtion
y0 [y] Initial value for exemplary funtion y
z m,mm Third Cartesian oordinate
zp m,mm Third Cartesian probe oordinate
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Greek Symbols
Symbol Unit Desription
α 1 Index of ontinuous phase
αB 1 2.844 · 10−2, Bunsen absorption oeient
αi
◦
Angle of inident ow diretion
αp
◦
Inlination angle of inlined tube manometer
β 1 Index of dispersed phase
Γαβ
kg
sm3 Mass ow rate from phase β to α
γ 1 1, Relative humidity
∆ 1 Dierene
∆t s 0.005,Time step
∆tc s 0.01, Coarse time step
∆tf s 0.0025, Fine time step
∆tm s 0.005, Medium time step
∆x m Charateristi element length
∆xc m Charateristi element length, oarse mesh
∆xf m Charateristi element length, ne mesh
∆xm m Charateristi element length, medium mesh
δαβ 1 Kroneker operator, 1 for α = β and 0 for α 6= β
ε m
2
s3 Turbulent energy dissipation rate
εp 1 Outer ber strain
ηref
kg
sm 0.0009, Referene visosity
ηt,bit
kg
sm Bubble indued dynami visosity of ontinuous
phase
ηα
kg
sm 8.899 · 10−4, Dynami visosity of ontinuous
phase
ηαeff
kg
sm Eetive dynami visosity
ηαt
kg
sm Turbulent/eddy dynami visosity of ontinu-
ous phase
ηβt
kg
sm Turbulent/eddy dynami visosity of dispersed
phase
λα
kg
sm Seond dynami visosity of ontinuous phase
µ 1h Spei growth rate
ξ kgs2m Pressure probe maximum deviation
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ription
̺c
kg
m3 1, 384, Mass density of the omposite
̺f
kg
m3 1, 797, Mass density of the ber material
̺m
kg
m3 1, 161, Mass density of the matrix material
̺α
kg
m3 997, Mass density of ontinuous phase, water
̺β
kg
m3 Mass density of dispersed phase, air
σ kgs2 Surfae tension oeient
σkα 1 1, Constant in k-ε model
σp
kg
s2m Outer ber tension
σεα 1 1.3, Constant in k-ε model
Φ [Φ] Mean of ow property
ϕ(t) [ϕ(t)] Flow property
ϕ′ [ϕ′] Flutuating omponent of ow property
ω1a Hz Estimated rst eigen frequeny
ω1b Hz Estimated rst eigen frequeny
ω1c Hz Estimated rst eigen frequeny
Universal Constants
Constant Unit Value, Desription
e 1 2.71828, Base of the natural logarithm
g ms2 9.81, Gravitational aeleration
π 1 3.14159, Cirular onstant
R kgm
2
Kmol s2
8.314472, Universal gas onstant
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Speial Symbols, Abbreviations
Symbol Unit Desription
d  dierential symbol
[i] − Convention for units of variable i
[i, j] − Closed interval, inluding i and j
]i, j[ − Open interval, exluding i and j
|i| [i] Magnitude of i
max(i) [i] Maximum of i
min(i) [i] Minimum of i
pH  pH-value
!
= − must equal
Du
Di
[u]
s Total derivative of variable u with respet to
time,
∂u
∂t
+ ∂u
∂x
∂x
∂t
+ ∂u
∂y
∂y
∂t
+ ∂u
∂z
∂z
∂t
∂
∂i
1
[i] Partial derivative with respet to i
i
[
i
]
Time average of i
i′ [i′] Flutuating omponent of i
i [i] Vetor
BIT − Bubble Indued Turbulene
CFD − Computational Fluid Dynamis
CFL 1 Courant-Friedrihs-Lewy number
CFX − CFD ode by Ansys
CPU − Central Proessing Unit
DNS − Diret Numerial Simulation
EDM − Eletro Diusion Measurement
F-LDA − Fiber Laser Doppler Anemometry
HFA − Hot-Film Anemometry
HPLC − High Performane Liquid Chromatography
HWA − Hot-Wire Anemometry
LCA − Laser Cantilever Anemometry
LDA − Laser Doppler Anemometry
MMF-
LDA
− Multi Mode Fiber Laser Doppler Anemometry
NG − Neural Gas
PC − Personal Computer
138 Notation
Symbol Unit Desription
PIV − Partile Image Veloimetry
PMMA − Polymethylmetharylate
PT − Partile traking
PTV − Partile Traking Veloimetry
RAM − Random Aess Memory
RMS − Root mean square
SOM − Self-Organizing Map
UDA − Ultrasoni Doppler Anemometry
VOF − Volume of Fluid
XP − Operating System by Mirosoft
